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Specification

5. The title of the invention has not been substantially amended to be descriptive. A new title

is required that is clearly indicative of the invention to which the claims are directed.

6. The abstract of the disclosure is objected to because it fails to be narrative of thé claimed

invention. Correction is required. See MPEP § 608.01(b).

7. Applicant is reminded of the proper content of an abstract of the disclosure.

A patent abstract is a concise statement of the technical disclosure of the patent and
should include that which is new in the art to which the invention pertains. If the patent is of a
basic nature, the entire technical disclosure may be new in the art, and the abstract should be

directed to the entire disclosure. If the patent is in the nature of an improvement in an old
apparatus, process, product, or composition, the abstract should include the technical disclosure

of the improvement. In certain patents, particularly those for compounds and compositions,
wherein the process for making and/or the use thereof are not obvious, the abstract should set
forth a process for making and/or use thereof. If the new technical disclosure involves

modifications or alternatives, the abstract should mention by way of example the preferred
modification or alternative.

The abstract should not refer to purported merits or speculative applications of the
invention and should not compare the invention with the prior art.

Where applicable, the abstract should include the following:
(1) if a machine or apparatus, its organization and operation;
(2) if an article, its method of making;
(3) if a chemical compound, its identity and use;
(4) if a mixture, its ingredients;

(5) if a process, the steps.

Extensive mechanical and design details of apparatus should not be given.

8. Applicant is reminded of the proper language and format for an abstract of the disclosure.
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The abstract should be in narrative form and generally limited to a single paragraph on a
separate sheet within the range of 50 to 250 words. It is important that the abstract not exceed

250 words in length since the space provided for the abstract on the computer tape used by the
printer is limited. The form and legal phraseology often used in patent claims, such as "means"
and "said," should be avoided. The abstract should describe the disclosure sufficiently to assist
readers in deciding whether there is a need for consulting the full patent text for details.

The language should be clear and concise and should not repeat information given in the
title. It should avoid using phrases which can be implied, such as, "The disclosure concerns,"
"The disclosure defined by this invention," "The disclosure describes," etc.

Claim Objections

9. Claims 72-76 and 91 are objected to because of the following informalities: the cited

method claims improperly depend on the system of claim 54 . Appropriate correction is required.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

10. The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 1 12:

The specification shall contain a written description ofthe invention, and ofthe manner and
process of making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any
person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to
make and use the same and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of
carrying out his invention.

11. Claims 54-106 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, first paragraph, as containing subject

matter which was not described in the specification in such a way as to enable one skilled in the

art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and/or use the

invention. The specification does not seem to have described the operation of the claimed plurality

of servers, including a source server, that allows a client to request and retrieve cached a data
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item through the use of a hashed identifier. Applicant is respectfully requested to indicate where

support has been provided for these limitations.

In the event that the original specification does provide support for the instant claims, the

examiner submits that these claims are rejected under double patenting as follows:

Double Patenting

12. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine
grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or
improper timewise extension of the "right to exclude" granted by a patent and to prevent possible
harassment by multiple assignees. See In re Goodman, 1 1 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed.
Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686
F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vagel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA
1970);and, In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR l.32l© may be used to
overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting ground
provided the conflicting application or patent is shown to be commonly owned with this
application. See 37 CFR l.130(b).

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a terminal
disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with 37 CFR 3.73(b).

13. Claims 54-106 are rejected under the judicially created doctrine of double patenting over

claims 1-48 of U. S. Patent No. 5,978,791 since the claims, if allowed, would improperly extend

the "right to exclude" already granted in the patent.

The subject matter claimed in the instant application is fully disclosed in the patent and is

1 covered by the patent since the patent and the application are claiming common subject matter.

Furthennore, there is no apparent reason why applicant was prevented from presenting

claims corresponding to those of the instant application during prosecution of the application
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which matured into a patent. See In re Schneller, 397 F.2d 350, 158 USPQ 210 (CCPA 1968).

See also MPEP § 804.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

14. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Ofiice action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was

commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to

the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor

and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was

made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 103© and potential 35

U.S.C. 102(t) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. 103(a).

15. Claims 54-106 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103 (a) as being unpatentable over Nelson et

al. (Nelson), US. Patent No. 5,452,447, in view of Hamilton et al. (Hamilton), US Patent No.

5,640,564.
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As to claims 54-56, Nelson substantially discloses the invention including a data

processing system for caching a file server to thereby allow client users to request and retrieve

files in a distributed computer system (abstract, lines 1-8 et seq). In particular, Nelson discloses a

plurality of network servers (fig. 3, items 56, 58, 60, 68) including at least some cached; data

items from a source server (see fig. 1, items 28, 30; abstract, lines 8-15, et seq). Nelson further

discloses the use of a hash function on a data file to thereby quickly retrieve the data file from the

cache upon user’s request (col.l7, lines 18-41 et seq).

Nelson does not particularly detail the use of the hashing function on the data file to create

an identifier, which can be utilized to retrieve the data file upon user’s request. However,

Hamilton discloses an analogous system wherein a hashing function is applied to a data item to

thereby create an identifier, which a user can utilize to request and retrieve a corresponding data

item (col. 6, -lines 28-39 et seq). It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art of

data processing to combine the teachings of the cited references because Hamilton’s teaching

would allow the users ofNelson’s system to expeditiously and dynamically retrieve a file as it is

updated.

As to claim 57, Hamilton discloses the correspondence between a data identifier and a

data item on a server, wherein a data identifier uniquely identifies a corresponding data item (col.

6, lines 20-21 et seq).
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As to claim 58, Nelson discloses the retrieval of a data item from another server, if it is not

located on a given server (col. 15, lines 50-60 et seq).

As to claim 59, Nelson discloses the retrieval of a local copy of the data item froin another

server, if it is not located on a given server (col. 15, lines 23-26 et seq).

As to claim 60, Nelson discloses some data items distributed across the network as cached

version of another server (col. 7, lines 29-35 et seq).

As to claim 61, Nelson discloses the resolution of a request for a particular data item

based on the availability of the servers (col. 10, lines 8-24 et seq).

16. The limitations of claims 62-106 have already been discussed in the in the rejection of

claims 54-61 above . They are therefore rejected on similar grounds.

Conclusion

17. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure. Please see attached PTO—892.
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should

be directed to Jean R. Homere whose telephone number is (703)-308-6647. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday-Friday from 08:30 a.m.—5:0O p.m.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's supervisor, John

Breene, can be reached on Monday—Friday from 8:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. at (703)-305-9790.

Any response to this action should be mailed to: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231, or faxed to: (703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for

entry), Or: (703) 305-9731 (for informal or draft communications, please label "PROPOSED"

or "DRAFT"). Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park 11, 2121 Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA.,

Sixth Floor (Receptionist). The facsimile phone number for this group is (703) 308-5357.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should be directed to

the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-9600.

Jfgg flh*\(v~¢_
Jean R. Homere

Primary Examiner, A.U. 2177
June 01, 2001
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FORM PTO-B92 u.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE SERIAL NO. GROUP ART ATTACHMENT
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNIT TO PAPER NO-

09/283,16O 2177
NOTICE OFREFERENCES CITED AFPLICANTISI

Farber et al. 
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

II
A 6,134,603 10/2000 Jones et al. 709 330

B 6,006,018 12/1999 Burnett et al. 395 200.49

5,809,494 Nguyen 707 1

  
   
 
  
  
 

5,540,554 Hamilton et al. 709 3035
5,452,447 Nelson et al. 707 205

5,202,982 Gramlich et al. 707 2 

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

I DOCUMENT N0. DATE COUNTRY NAME
L

O'UOZ§
OTHER REFERENCES (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc.)

EXAMINER DATE

Jean R. Homere June 1, 2001 ,;o,m392mm5b
* A copy ofthis reference is not being furnished with this office action.

(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05(a).)
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Q3 129 execForm PTO 948 (Rev. 8—98) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - Patent and Trademark Office Application No. 6

NOTICE OF DRAFTSPERSON‘S

PATENT DRAWING REVIEW

1he drawing(s) filed (insert date) i are:

jected to by the Draftsperson under 37 CFR 1.84 or 1.152 for the reasons indicated below. The Examiner will requireA. [3 zpproved by the Draftsperson under 37 CFR 1.84 or 1.152.
s mission of new, corrected drawings when necessary. Corrected drawing must be sumitted according to the instructions on the back ofthis notice.

. DRAWINGS. 37 CFR I.84(a): Acceptable categories of drawings:
Black ink. Color.

Color drawings are not acceptable until petiton is granted.
Fists) ____?

?Pencil and non black ink not permitted. Fig(s)
. PHOTOGRAPHS. 37 CFR L84 (b)
__ I fuII—tone set is required. Fig(s)
__ Photographs not properly mounted (must use brystol board or

photographic double-weight paper). Fig(s)
__ Poor quality (half-tone). Fig(s). TYPE OF PAPER. 37 CFR 1.84(e)
__ Paper not flexible, strong, white, and durable.

Fig(s) _______._
Erasures, alterations, overwritings, interlineations,
folds, copy machine marks not accepted. Fig(s)

__ Mylar, velum paper is not acceptable (too thin).
Fig(s)_:

. SIZE OF PAPER. 37 CFR l.84(t): Acceptable sizes:
__ 21.0 cm by 20.7 cm (DIN size A4)
__ 2l.6 cm by 27.9 cm (8 1/2 x 11 inches)

All drawing sheets not the same size.
Sheet(s)

__ Drawings sheets not an acceptable size. Fig(s)
. MARGINS. 37 CFR |.84(g): Acceptable margins:

Top 2.5 cm Left 2.5cm Right I5 cm Bottom 1.0 cmSIZE: A4 Size
Top 2.5 cm Left 2.5 cm Right 15 cm Bottom 1.0 cm

SIZE: 81/Zxtl

Mar ' not acceptabl Fi ) I I ' ITbp CF)
____rughz(R) _: I __ZGD 4. VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(h)
REMINDER: Specification may require revision to
correspond to drawing changes.
Partial views. 37 CFR l.84(h)(2)

Brackets needed to show figure as one entity.
Fig(s) _______

& Views not labeled separately or properly.
Fig(s)__j
Enlarged view not labeled separetely or properly.
Fig(s) ____

. SECTIONAL VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84 (h)(3)
Hatching not indicated for sectional portions of an object.
Fig(s) ____.__.

__ Sectional designation should be noted with Arabic or
Roman numbers. Fig(s)

COMMENTS

alblawéulq

. ARRANGEMENT OF VIEWS. 37 CFR I.84(i)
Words do not appear on a horizontal, left-to-right fashion
when page is either upright or turned so that the top
becomes the right side, except for graphs. Fig(s)

. SCALE. 37 CFR l.84(k)
Scale not large enough to show mechanism without
crowding when drawing is reduced in size to two»thirds in
reproduction.
Fig(s)

. CHARACTER OF LINES, NUMBERS, & LETTERS.
37 CFR l.84(i)

Lines, numbers & letters not uniformly thick and well
defined, clean, durable, and black (poor line quality).
Fig(s)

. SHADING. 37 CFR l.84(m)
Solid black areas pale. Fig(s)
Solid black shading not permitted. Fig(s)
Shade lines, pale, rough and blurred. Fig(s)

. NUMBERS, LEITERS, & REFERENCE CHARACTERS.

I

37 CFR I.84(p) .
__ Numbers and reference characters not plain and legible.

Fig(s)__
_ Figure legends are poor. Fig(s) ____

Numbers and reference characters not oriented in the
same direction as the view. 37 CFR 1,B4(p)(1)
Fig(s) __.__

_____ English alphabet not used. 37 CFR 1.B4(p)(2)
Figs _______
Numbers, letters and reference characters must be at least
.32 cm (I/8 inch) in height. 37 CFR l.84(p)(3)
Fig(s)

. LEAD LINES. 37 CFR l.34(q)
Lead lines cross each other. Fig(s)

—— bead lines missing. Fig(s)
. NUMBERING OF SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 37 CFR I.84(t)

Sheets not numbered consecutively, and in Arabic numerals
beginning with number I. Sl1eet(s)

. NUMBERING OF VIEWS, 37 CFR I.84(u)
Views not numbered consecutively, and in Arabic numerals,
beginning with number I. Fig(s)

'. CORRECTIONS. 37 CFR l.84(w)
Corrections not made from prior PTO-948
dated

. DESIGN DRAWINGS. 37 CFR 1.152
Surface shading shown not appropriate. Fig(s)
Solid black shading not used for color contrast.
Fig(s)
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INFORMATION ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES

1. Correction of Informalities--37 CFR 1.85

File new drawings with the changes incorporated therein. The application number or the title of the invention,
inventor's name, docket number (if any), and the name and telephone number of a person to call if the Office
is unable to match the drawings to the proper application, should be placed on the back of each sheet of

drawings in accordance with 37 CFR 1.84(c). Applicant may delay filing of the new drawings until receipt of
the Notice of Allowability (PTOL—37). Extensions of time may he obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR
1.136. The drawing should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Drawing
Processing Branch.

2. Timing for Corrections

Applicant is required to submit acceptable corrected drawings within the three-month shortened statutory
period set in the Notice of Allowability (PTOL-37'). if it correction is determined to be unacceptable by the
Office, applicant must arrange to have acceptable corte;:tioiis msuiiiiiitted within the original thrct:—motitl:
period to avoid the necessity of obtaining an extension of time and paying the extension fee. Therefore,
applicant should file corrected drawings as soon it possible.

Failure to take corrective action within set (or exteiided) period wit‘; result in ABANDONMIENT of the
Application.

3. Corrections other than lnformalities Noted by the Drawing Review Branch on the Form PTO-948

All changes to the drawings, other than inforrnalities noted by the Drawing Review Branch, MUST be approved
by the examiner before the application will be allowed. No changes will be permitted to be made, other than
correction of informalities, unless the examiner has approved the proposed changes.
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Farber et al.

Group Art Unit
2177

Interview Summary  
 

Jean R. Homere

All participants (applicant, applicants representative, PTO personnel):

 

 

 
(1) Jean R. Homere (3)

(2) Brian Siriizkv, Red. No. 37 497 (4)

Date of Interview Aug 13, 2001

Type: a)DTelephonic b) wideoconference

c)K] Personal [copyisgiven to 1) :applicant 2) Ebplicants representative]

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: d) fl(es e) E). If yes, brief description:
 
 

C|aim(s) discussed: 54 

Identification of prior art discussed:
Hamilton (USP No. 5,640 564) and Nelson (USP No. 5 452,447)
 

Agreementwithrespecttothe claims f) Evasreached. g) lijasnotreached. h) N.

Substance of Interview including description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or anyother comments:

The applicant's representative pointed to various portions of the specification in support of the claimed Ianguaae. and to ’
overcome the 35 USC 112 reiection. The examiner informed the representative that so lonq as the cited portions of the
specification are made of record, they are likely; to be sufficient to overcome the 112 refection. Regarding the prior art
reiection the representative argued that the prior art of record does not detail data items as being files that are
content-sensitive. In response the examiner pointed out that the claimed data items encompass both obiect identifiers and
actual files. Consequently the representative faxed in an amemded claim to limit the /anguaoe to data files that comprise the
content of the files. The examiner then informed the representative that the proposed amendment is likely to overcome the
nor art of record. However 1' rther consideration mi ht be deemed necessary. 

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable, if
available, must be attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments that would render the claims allowable is available, a
summary thereof must be attached.)

i)E It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview (if box is checked).

Unless the paragraph above has been checked, THE FORMAL WRITTEN REPLY TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION MUST
INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP section 713.04). If a reply to the last Office action has
already been filed, APPLICANT IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS INTERVIEW DATE TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE
SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. See Summary of Record of Interview requirements on reverse side or on attached sheet.

Qyoxc
JEAN R. HOMERE .

 
Examiner Note: You must sign this form unless it is an pR|M,:_-(Ry EXAMINER
Attachment to a signed Office action. ART UNIT 2177U. 5 Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-413 (Rev. 03-98) Interview Summary Part of Paper No./3’
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 Group Art Unit: 2177FARBER et al.

Examiner: Homere, Jean R.

Appln. No. 09/283,160

EXPEDITED

EXAMINA TI0N
Filed: April 1, 1999

IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN NETWORK USINGFor:

IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED ON CONTENTS OF DATA (As Amended)

=|<****

August 22, 2001

RESPONSE

RE

Hon. Commissioner of Patents AUG 2 4 ,
and Trademarks ‘ Tech /’ //1,.

Washington, D.C. 20231 I10/ogy C
enterg; 0!‘?

Sir:

Please amend this application as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please amend the claims as follows (the claim amendments are shown in detail in the

attached appendix):

9
}4. (Amended) In a system in which a set of data files are distributed across a network

of servers, at least some of the data files being cached versions of data files from a Source

server, wherein the source server is distinct from the servers in the network, a content

delivery method comprising:

determining a data identifier for a particular data file on the source server, the data

identifier being determined using a given ftmction of the data, wherein said data used by the

-»

\i‘//
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given function to determine the data identifier comprises the contents of the particular data

file; and

responsive to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the
data identifier of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of

the servers of the network of servers, said providing being based on the data identifier of the

requested data item.

gl/{.(Amended) In a system in which a set of data files are distributed across a network
of servers, some of the data files being cached from a source server distinct from the servers

in the network, a content delivery method comprising:

determining a data identifier for a particular data file on the source server, the data

identifier being determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used the

given function to determine the data identifier comprises the contents of the particular data
file; and

responsive to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular data file, causing a copy of the particular data file to be

provided from a given one of the servers of the network of servers.

i/Gd. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier being

determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given function to

determine the data identifier comprises the contents of the particular data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of

the servers of the network of servers, said providing being based on the data identifier of the

particular data file.

ll it;

. (Amended) A method as in claim g5further comprising:

determining whether the data identifier corresponds to a data identifier of any data file

present on the given server.

2 i .,
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ll

Y2 (Amended) A method as in claim 57 further comprising:
based on said determining, if the data identifier does not correspond to a data file

present on the given server, locating the particular data file from another server.

'5 V”
l (Amended) A method as in claim §8 further comprising:

obtaining, on the given server, a local copy of the particular data file, from the other
server.

‘b

H (Amended) A method as in claim §«6 wherein at least some of the data files
distributed across the network of servers are cached versions of data files from another

server, distinct from the network of servers.

/ 1°
\9 (Amended) A method as in claim §6 further comprising:

resolving the request for the particular data file based on a measure of availability of

/

at least one of the servers. I
10

(kg 6/2/. (Amended) A method as in claim 91/wherein the measure of availability is based
on one or more of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of a reliability of a connection to the server.

V‘ to

§«{. (Amended) A method as in claim Sfl wherein the data file is a compound data file

made up of various component data files, the method further comprising:

for each component data file of at least some of the component data files:

(a) determining a data identifier for the component data file, the data identifier

for the component file determined using the given function of the data,

wherein said data used by the given function to determine the data identifier

comprises the contents of the component data file; and

(b) providing the component data file from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

(I 1/’ Hi V) A L/
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L/ 11
pl. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers;

for a particular data file having a particular name specifying a location in the network
at which the data file may be located, determining another name for the particular data file,

the other name including a data identifier determined using a given function of the data,

where said data used by the given function comprises the contents of the particular data file;

and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including the other

name of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of the
servers of the network of servers.

V) V‘

6;((Amended) A method as in claim 74/wherein at least some of the data files are
cached versions of data files from another server which is distinct from the network of
SCFVBIS.

2° at
6/6/. (Amended) A method as in claim 6j/further comprising:
resolving the request for the particular data file based on a measure of availability of

at least one of the servers.

Z0q,\

W/.(Amended) A method as in claim§6/wherein the measure of availability is based
on one or more of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of a reliability of a connection to the server.

L I 51

,,6'8/.1 (Amended) A method as in claim,.64 wherein the particular data file is a

compound data file comprising various component data files, the method further comprising:

for at least one component data file:

(a) determining a data identifier for the component data file, the data identifier

determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the

given function comprises the contents of the component data file; and

(b) providing the component data file from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.
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99. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers, at least some of the data

files being cached versions of data files from another server, distinct from the network of
servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given function comprises the

contents of the particular data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of

the servers of the network of servers.

(Amended) A content delivery method, comprising: ‘
causing a set of data files to be distributed across a network of servers, at least some

of the data files being cached versions of data files from another server distinct from the

network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given function comprises the

contents of the particular data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular data file, causing the particular data file to be provided from a

given one of the servers of the network of sewers.

1,5

7/{. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers, the network of servers

being organized into a set of regions;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given function comprises the

contents of the data file;

in response to a client request for the particular data file, the request including at least

the data identifier of the particular data file, providing the client with the particular data file

from a given one of the servers of the network of servers within the region.

4/ :V
'%. (Amended) A method as in claimjfi wherein the given function is a message

digest function or a hash function.

5
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3 Z

fl. (Amended) A method as in claim 2 wherein the given function is selected from
the functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.

4 r _

}4. (Amended) A method as in claim ;4 wherein the given function randomly
distributes its outputs.

6 |

%. (Amended) A method as in claim ;4 wherein, for a particular data file, the given
function produces a substantially unique value based on the data comprising the data file.

(9 l

7/5. (Amended) A method as in claim94 wherein a data file may comprise a file, a
portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital message, a digital image, a video signal or an

audio signal.

10

7/.
network of servers, at least some of the data files being cached versions of data files from a

(Amended) In a system in which a set of data files are distributed across a

source server distinct from the network of servers, a content delivery method comprising:

responsive to a request for a particular data file, the request including at least a data

identifier of the particular data-file, wherein the data identifier is determined by applying a

message digest function MD5 to the data, wherein said data used by the MD5 function to

determine the data identifier is the contents of the particular data file, providing the particular

data file from a given one of the servers of the network of servers,

wherein a data file may be a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital

message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.

2'1

7/8? (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers, at least some of the data

files being cached versions of data files from another server distinct from the network of
servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier determined

using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given function comprises the

contents of the particular data file, and wherein the given function randomly distributes its

outputs; and

A
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in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the
data identifier of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of
the servers of the network of sewers, said providing being based on the data identifier of the

particular data item.

Ll "‘
}9’. (Amended) A method as in claim 74“further comprising:
maintaining accounting information relating to the data files; and

using the accounting information as a basis for a value-based accounting system in
which charges are based on an identity of the data files.

ti 2%
§({. (Amended) A method as in claim :}9 wherein the maintaining of accounting

information includes at least some of:

(a) tracking which data files have been stored on a system; and

(b) tracking which data files have been transmitted from a server.

30 7}
. (Amended) A method as in claim w further comprising:

ensuring that a data file is not used by an unauthorized party.

9\
8 . (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data files across a network of servers;

determining an MD5 hash of the contents of a particular data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

MD5 hash of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of the

servers of the network of servers, said providing being based on the MD5 hash of the

particular data file.

31 3|

8/5. (Amended) A method as in claim §2/fiirther comprising:
resolving the request for the particular data file based on a measure of availability of

at least one of the servers.

39 at
8 . (Amended) A method as in claim figwherein the measure of availability for a

server is based on one or more of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

7
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(c) a measurement of reliability of a connection to the server.

34

3'5. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data files across a network of servers;

for a particular data file having a particular data identifier specifying a location in the
network at which the particular data file may be located, determining another data identifier

for the particular data file, the other data identifier including a data identifier determined

using a message digest function of the contents of the particular data file;

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including the other data

identifier of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of the

servers of the network of servers, said providing being based on the other data identifier

which was determined using the message digest function.

35
85. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

:'

distributing a set of data files across a network of servers, at least some of the data

files being cached versions of data files from another server, said other server being distinct
from the network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data file, the data identifier including a

hash of the contents of the particular data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including at least the

data identifier of the particular data file, providing the particular data file from a given one of

the servers of the network of servers.

zip

(Amended) A method of delivering a data file in a network comprising a plurality
of processors, some of the processors being servers and some of the processors being clients,

the method comprising:

storing the data file is on a first server in the network and storing copies of the data

file on a set of servers in the network distinct from the first server; and

responsive to a client request for the data file, the request including a hash of the

contents of the data file, causing the data file to be provided to the client.
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3') 34’
}8. (Amended) A method as in claimy wherein the data file has a contextual name

comprising a pathname including a processor name and a file name, the method further

comprising:

associating the contextual name of the data file with the hash of the contents of the
data file.

3%

§,9{(Arnended) A method of delivering a data file in a network comprising a plurality
of processors, some of the processors being servers and some of the processors being clients,

the method comprising:

storing the data file is on a first server and storing copies of the data file on a set of

servers distinct from the first server; and

responsive to a client request for the data file, the request including a value

determined as a given function of the contents of the data file, providing the data file to the
client.

34 3 3

96. (Amended) A method as in claim §9 wherein the data file has a contextual name
comprising a pathname including a processor name and a file name, the method further

comprising:

associating the contextual name of the data file with the value determined as the given

function of the data in the data file.

‘I

9/. (Amended) A method as in claim £47
wherein certain processors in the network communicate with each other using a

TCP/IP communication protocol.

40

9% (Amended) A method of delivering a data file in a network comprising a plurality
of processors, some of the processors being servers and some of the processors being clients,

wherein some processors in the network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP

communication protocol, wherein a key is required to identify a data file on the network and

wherein ordinarily the key is a name or address for the data file, the method comprising:

storing some data files on a first server in the network and storing copies of some of

the data files on a set of cache servers distinct from the first server;

determining a different cache key from the ordinarily used cache key, the different

cache key being a function of the contents of the data it represents; and

8’
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responsive to a client request for the data file, the request including the different cache

key for the data file, providing the data file to the client.

4‘ ‘(O

93. (Amended) A method as in claim 9/wherein the function is a message digest
function or a hash function.

4’L 4|
9/l. (Amended) A method as in claim %3 wherein the function is selected from the

functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.

43 40

9/. (Amended) A method as in claim 9/Z wherein the fimction randomly distributes its
outputs.

44 -
9% (Amended) A framework operative in a computer network in which users of client

processors connect to a content server, the framework comprising:
a set of content servers, distinct from the content provider server, for hosting at least

some of the data files that are normally hosted by the content provider server;

a mechanism constructed and adapted to determine an identifier for a data file as a

given fimction of the contents of a data file in the network;

wherein, in response to requests for a data file, generated by one of the client

machines the request including an identifier based on the given function of the contents of the

particular data file, the particular data file is served from one of the content servers.

45 44

9//. (Amended) A framework as in claim96 wherein the given function is a message
digest function or a hash function.

‘W 4::
9d. (Amended) A framework as in claim 97/wherein the given function is selected

from the flmctions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.

44 LH
yé (Amended) A framework as in claim 9/6 wherein the given function randomly

/

distributes its outputs.

4% Lf’-f
1%. (Amended) A framework as in claim 96 wherein processors in the network

communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication protocol.

10
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}01. (Amended) A framework as in claim wherein the data file has a contextual
name, the framework further comprising:

a mechanism constructed and adapted to associate the contextual name of the data file

with the identifier for the data file.

49

$1 (Amended) A framework as in claim lyf wherein the contextual name of the
data file comprises a pathname including a processor name and a file name.

5%

104. (Amended) In a network comprising a plurality of processors, some of the

processors functioning as servers and some of the processors functioning as clients, wherein

some processors in the network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication

protocol, wherein a key is required to identify a data file on the network and wherein:

ordinarily the key is a name or address for the data file, a method of delivering a data file:

storing some data files on a first server in the network and storing copies of some of

the data files from the first server on a set of cache servers distinct from the first server;

for a particular data file, determining a different cache key from the ordinarily used

cache key for the data file, the different cache key being determined using a message digest

function MD5 of the data, wherein said data used by the MD5 function comprises the

contents of the particular data file; and

responsive to a client request for the particular data file, the request including the

different cache key for the data file, causing the particular data file to be provided to the

client,

wherein the data file may be a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital

message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.

53

10/K (Amended) A framework operative in a computer network in which users of
client processors connect to a content server, wherein processors in the network communicate

with each other using a TCP/IP communication protocol, the framework comprising:

a mechanism constructed and adapted to determine a given function of a data file in

the network, the given function being a message digest function or a hash function;

a set of content servers, distinct from the content provider server, for hosting at least

some of the data files that are normally hosted by the content provider server;

11 ( J
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wherein, in response to requests for a data file, generated by one of the client

machines the request including an identifier based on the given function of the contents of the

particular data file, the particular data file is served from one of the content servers.

5| 44

1(Amended) A framework as in claim 9Kwherein a data file may be a file, a
portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital message, a digital image, a video signal or an

audio signal.

54
1 (Amended) A content delivery method in a network in which at least some

processors in the network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication

protocol, the method comprising:

A/ for a particular data file having a particular name specifying a location in the network
C at which the data file may be located, determining another name for the particular data file,

the other name including a data identifier determined using message digest function MD5 of

the data, wherein said data used by the MD5 function comprises the contents of the particular

data file; and

in response to a request for the particular data file, the request including the other

name of the particular data file, causing the particular data file to be provided from a given

one of the servers of the network of servers,

wherein the data file may be a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital

message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.
._,.<

Please add the following new claims:

_ _ 

content delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of files are 
 

distributed across a net rk of servers, at least some of the files being cached versions of

Cry : files from a source server t from the network of servers, the content delivery method
comprising:

 

12 (R J y l
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~ response to a request for the particular file, the request including at least the name

of the parti . lar file, causing the particular file to be provided from a given one of the servers
of the network s servers.

108. (New) A co tent delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of files are

l‘ files from a source server disti . t f - the servers in the network, wherein data in a file in the

system may represent a digitalm a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal, the1

 
of the particular file, providing the particular data file .0 a given one of the servers of the

Cry ‘ network of servers, said providing being based on the det w ined name.
~55
1 (New) A method, in a network comprising a plurality of processors, some of the

processors functioning as servers and some of the processors fiinctioning as clients, wherein

some processors in the network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication

protocol, wherein a key is required to identify a file on the network and wherein ordinarily

the key is a name or address for the file, the method comprising:

storing some files on a first server in the network and storing copies of some of the

files from the first server on a set of cache servers distinct from the first server;

for a particular file, determining a different cache key from the ordinarily used cache

key for the file, the different cache key being determined using a message function MD5 of

the data, wherein said data used by the MD5 function comprises the contents of the particular

file; and

responsive to a client request for the particular file, the request including the different

cache key for the file, causing the particular file to be provided to the client,

wherein the data in the file may represent a digital message, a digital image, a video

signal or an audio signal.

13 ;\,/
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l 10. (New) A content delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of files are

distribu d across a network of servers, wherein some processors in the network

communi te with each other using a TCP/IP communication protocol, the content delivery

method com rising:

data which compri ‘ s the contents of the particular file; and

in response t a request for the particular file, the request including at least the name
0 "'1 FF:2-(D *c3OE.N*1 E’?_5° *5

. <1..9‘ :5UD ('9=-(D 'U3
OE.53 3

network of servers.

lll. (New) A conten delivery method comprising:

e from a given one of the servers of the

causing a plurality of 1 es to be distributed across a network of servers, at least some
of the files being cached version of files from a source server which is distinct from the
network of servers;

for a particular file, determini ‘» 1 a name, the name being determined using a given
function of the data, said data used by .-: -

of the particular file; and

of the particular file, causing the particular file ..o be provided from a given one of the servers
of the network of servers.

 
112. (New) A content delivery method, in a syst « in which a plurality of files are

distributed across a network of servers, at least some of the iles being cached versions of

files from a source server which is distinct from the network o servers, the content delivery

method comprising:

determining a name for a particular file, the name being det

function of the data which comprises the contents of the particular fil- and

ined using a given

in response to a request for the particular file, the request includi ~ ; at least the name

of the particular file, providing the particular file from a given one of the s
network of servers,

ers of the

wherein the contents of the particular file may represent a digital messa - , a digital

image, a video signal or an audio signal.

14 L/
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13. (New) A method, in a network comprising a plurality of processors, some of the

processo functioning as servers and some of the processors functioning as clients, wherein
some proc sors in the network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication
protocol, wh rein a key is required to identify a file on the network, the method comprising:

storing ome files on a first server in the network and storing copies of some of the
files from the fir t server on a set of cache servers distinct from the first server;

for a partic lar file, determining a different cache key from an ordinarily used cache

key for the file, the 'fferent cache key being determined using a message function MD5 of
the data, wherein said ata comprises the contents of the particular file; and

responsive to a ient request for the particular file, the request including the different
cache key for the file, cau ing the particular file to be provided to the client,

wherein the content of the file may represent: a page in memory, a digital message, a

digital image, a video signal an audio signal.

114. (New) A content del very method comprising:

distributing a set of files fro a first server across a network of servers distinct from
the first server;

applying

for the file;

contents of a particular file to obtain a True Namea zE .3‘

servers of the network of servers, wherein the req est for the particular file is resolved based

on a measure of availability of at least one of the se ers.

115. (New) A method as in claim 114 wherein th measure of availability for a server

is based on at least one of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, (1

15
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16. (New) A content delivery method comprising: 

  
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

d tributing a plurality of files across a network of servers, at least some of the files
- n versions of files from a source server distinct from the servers in the network;

; icular file, determining a True Name using a given function of the data

which comprise he contents of the particular file;
obtaining a equest for the particular file, the request including at least the True Name

of the particular file; — d

responsive to th request, causing the particular file to be provided from one of the
servers of the network of rvers.

117. (New) A content c c livery method, comprising:
distributing files across a etwork of servers;

for a particular file having a ontextual name specifying a location in the network at
which the file may be located, deterrn ‘ ing another name for the particular file, the other
name including a data identifier deterrni ed using a given function of the data, where said
data used by the given function comprises e contents of the particular file;

obtaining a request for the particular - - - request including the contextual name
and the other name of the particular file,

responsive to the request, providing the picular file from one of the servers of the
network of servers, said providing being based on th other name of the particular item.

1 18. (New) A content delivery method, comprisin'

distributing a set of files across a network of servers;

for a particular file representing a digital image, the file aving a contextual name
specifying a location in the network at which the file may be loca d, determining another
name for the particular file, the other name including a True Name r the file which was
determined using a message digest function of the data, where said dat used by the given

function comprises the contents of the particular file;

obtaining a request for the particular file, the request including the cntextual name
and the True Name of the particular file; and

responsive to the request, providing the particular file from one of the se ers of the
network of servers, said providing being based on the True Name of the particular ' em.
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119. (New) method comprising:

5 function to the contents of an image file containing data

representing a digital im ge to obtain a True Name for the file;
distributing copies image file from a first server across a network of servers

distinct from the first server;

obtaining a request fort image file, the request including at least the True Name of
the file; and

responsive to the request,

(‘J/L the servers of the network of servers.
‘I n
1 . (New) A method as in claim )4’ wherein said data identifier for said particular

s determined using said given function, will change when the particular data file is

cau 'ng a copy of the image file to be provided from one of

data file, a

modified.
 

' IN THE TITLE:

Please replace the title in its entirety with the following:

- IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN NETWORK USING IDENTIFIERS

WHICH ARE BASED ON CONTENTS OF DATA --

l IN THE ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE
i Please replace the Abstract of the Disclosure with the attached new Abstract
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REMARKS
 

By this Amendment, claims 54-106 have been amended and new claims 107
to 120 have been added. In addition, a new Abstract has been provided and the title

has been replaced. The claims were amended to clarify their scope. No new matter
has been added by these amendments.

Applicants thank the Examiner for the abundant courtesies extended their
representative, Brian Siritzky, during the personal interview and various telephone
discussions. The Examiner requested that various arguments be made of record.

Applicants include herein the various arguments made to the Examiner in the
interviews to deal with the various rejections and objections. In addition, the claims
have been amended as discussed with the Examiner and for further clarity.

Applicants thank the Examiner for his helpful suggestions.

DRAWINGS

The Examiner objected to the drawings under 37 CFR 1.83(a), stating that the

drawings must show “the plurality of servers, including a source server, that allows a
client to request and retrieve a cached data item through a hashed identifier.”

Applicants respectfully submit that the drawings, as filed, do comply with 37
CFR 1.83(a) and do show all of the claimed features. For example, Figure l of the
application, reproduced below, shows a number of client and server processors, as
claimed.
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Figure 1 of 09/283,160 application

As noted in the instant application, “FIGURE 1 depicts a typical data

processing system in which a preferred embodiment of the present invention
operates.” Specification, pg. 7, lines 31-33. In describing the embodiment shown in
Figure l, the application makes clear that some of the network of processors shown in
the embodiment of Figure 1 may act as servers, others as clients. The application
further states:

. . . a typical data processing system 100, . . . with
reference to FIGURE 1 includes one or more processors (or
computers) 102 and various storage devices 104 connected
in some way. . .

Each processor 102 includes a CPU 108, a memory
110 and one or more local storage devices 112. . . .

In a data processing system 100, wherein more than
one processor 102 is used, that is, in a multiprocessor
system, the processors may be in one of various
relationships. For example, two processors 102 may be in a
client/server, client/client, or a server/server relationship. . .

. . . in a multiprocessor data processing system 100,
some or all of the processors 102 may be disconnected
from the network of processors for periods of time.

Specification, pg. 8, lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.

Any one (or more than one) of the processors shown in Figure 1 can act as a

source processor. For example, note that the memory 110 in a typical processor 102
may include a source table 130. “The source table (ST) 130 is a list of the sources of
True Files . . . [and] i_n_<11@ . . . remote processors.” Specification, pg. 10, lines 9-

12, emphasis added. “A source table 130 identifies a source location for True Files.”

Spec. pg. 18, lines 10-1 1. The “terms ‘True Name’, ‘data identity’ and ‘data
identifier’ refer to the substantially unique data identifier for a particular data item.

The term ‘True File’ refers to the actual file, segment, or data item identified by a

True Name.” Specification, pg. 10, lines 24-28. The True Name of a data item may

be determined using known hash “functions . . . MD4, MDS, and SHA” Specification,

pg. 23, lines 1 1-12.

Figure 6 depicts the source records in a source table, and the meaning of those

records, in some embodiments, is summarized in the table on page 19 of the

specification (reproduced here).
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Field Description

Source ID internal identifier used to identify a particularsource.

Source type type of source location:

   
  
 

 

 Removable Storage Volume
Local Region
Cache Server
Mirror Group Server
Cooperative Server
Publishing Server
Client 

 

 
includes information about the rights of this
processor, such as whether it can ask the local
processor to store data items for it.

Source rights

 

 

  
  
  

   

measurement of the bandwidth, cost, and reliability
of the connection to this source of True Files.
The availability is used to select from among
several possible sources.

 
 

Source
availability

 

   
information on how the local processor is to access
the source. This may be, for example, the name of
a removable storage volume, or the processor ID and
region path of a region on a remote processor.

Source
location

 

The table shows that the source of a data item could be of various types (see

“source type”) including Cache Server, Mirror Group Server, Cooperative Server,

Publishing Server and Client. Note further that the source location specified in the

table “may be, for example, . . . the processor ID and region path of a region on a

remote processor.” (Specification, pg. 19, line 15 et seq.)

Thus, it is clearly contemplated by the present application, as filed, that

various of the processors can act as source servers for data items.

The memory 110 in a typical processor may also include a so-called True File

registry (TFR) 126 which “is a data store for listing actual data items which have True

Names . . .. When such data items occur in the True File registry 126 they are known

as True Files. True Files are identified in True File registry 126 by their True Names

or identities. The table True File registry 126 also stores location . . . information

about True Files.” Specification, pg. 14, line 33 to pg. 15, line 3.

. . . the term “location”, with respect to a data

processing system 100, refers to any of a particular
processor 102 in the system, a memory of a particular
processor, a storage device, a removable storage medium
(such as a floppy disk or compact disk), or any other
physical location in the system.

Specification, pg. 10, lines 15-24.
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“Each record of the True File registry 126 has the fields shown in the True

File registry record 140 in FIG. 4.” Specification, pg. 16, lines 14-16. Among other
information, a TFR record includes “source ID(s) of zero or more sources from which
this file or data item may be retrieved” Specification, pg. 17, lines 10-13.

Thus, applicant respectfully submits that the drawings, as originally filed, do
comply with 37 CFR 1.83(a) and, accordingly, withdrawal of this objection to the
drawings is respectfully requested.

The drawings were also objected to under 37 CFR l.83(b) as being

incomplete. Specifically, the Examiner stated that “a flowchart was not provided to
illustrate the claimed method steps.” Paper No. 7, item 4. Applicants respectfully
submit that the application as filed, which includes the flowcharts of Figures 10(a) to
28, do show the operation of the invention sufficient “for the understanding of the /
subject matter sought to be patented” as required by 35 USC § 113. Further, 37 CFR
l.83(b) relates to drawing requirements of the structure related improvements of old
machines. It does not refer to flowcharts for the claimed method.

However, in order to expedite prosecution, applicant will submit new

flowcharts if deemed necessary by the Patent Office.

In view of the above, withdrawal of this objection to the drawings is

respectfully requested.

CLAIM OBJECTIONS

The Examiner objected to claims 72-76 and 91 as improperly depending on

system claim 54. Claim 54 is a method claim (Claim 54 recites “In a system . . . , a
content delivery method.”), as are claims 72-76 and 91. Accordingly, there is no

informality, this objection is moot and its withdrawal is respectfully requested.

CLAIM REJECTIONS UNDER 35 USC § 112
Claims 54-106 were rejected under 35 USC § 112, first paragraph, as allegedly

containing subject matter which was not described in the specification in such a way
as to enable one skilled in the art to make and/or use the invention. In particular, the

Examiner states that “the specification does not seem to have described the operation

of the claimed plurality of servers, including a source server, that allows a client to

21 z
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retrieve a cached data item through the use a hashed identifier.” Paper No. 7, item 1 1.

The Examiner requested an indication of support for these limitations.

The grounds for this rejection are respectfully traversed. Applicants

respectfully submit that the claims are fully supported by the application as filed in

such a manner as to enable one skilled in the art to make and/or use the invention.

As a preliminary matter, applicant notes that, as recited in some of the claims,

items are not necessarily retrieved, as the Examiner would have it, “through the use of

a hashed identifier,” but through the use of an identifier which is a hash (or some

other function) of the data. That is, it is not necessarily the case that the identifier is

hashed, rather it is the data item which is hashed to get the identifier. Of course, in

some cases, the identifier is itself considered data and is also hashed to obtain another

identifier for the data. (It is perhaps this misunderstanding and misreading of the _,

claims that gives rise to the Examiner’s prior art rejections.) A,
As noted above in the discussion regarding the drawings, the specification as

filed clearly contemplates and fully discloses the operation of a number of processors,

some acting as servers and at least one acting as a source server.

The present application describes in detail (as required by § 112), various data

structures and mechanisms for implementing the claimed invention. The

mechanisms, for convenience, are “grouped into the following categories: primitive

mechanisms, operating system mechanisms, remote mechanisms, background

mechanisms, and extended mechanisms.” Specification, pg. 11, lines 2-5. The

specification then goes on to list sixteen primitive mechanisms (pg. 1 1, lines 9-24),

nine operating systems mechanisms (pg. 11, line 33 to pg. 12, line 4). “Remote

mechanisms are used by . . . in responding to requests from other processors.”

Specification, pg. 12, lines 5-6. Nine remote mechanisms are listed (pg. 11, lines l0-

l8) and described in detail in the section titled “Remote Mechanisms” on page 44,

line 7 to the end of page 49.

An important aspect of this invention is the so-called True Name——a term

coined by the inventors of this invention. The “terms ‘True Name’, ‘data identity’ and

‘data identifier’ refer to the substantially unique data identifier for a particular data

item. The term ‘True File’ refers to the actual file, segment, or data item identified by

a True Name.” Specification, pg. 10, lines 24-28. In the described embodiments,

using the basic primitive mechanism Calculate True Name a “True Name is computed

using a function . . . which reduces a data block . . . of arbitrary length to a relatively

22
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small, fixed size identifier, the True Name of the data block.” Specification, pg. 22,

lines 16-18. The properties and operation of the True Name computation function,

MD, are described in detail on pages 22-26 and in Figures 10(a) and 10(b). “A family

of functions with the . . . properties are the so-called message digest functions . . ..

These functions (or algorithms) include MD4, MD5, and SHA.” Specification, pg.

23, lines 8-12.

Having described the various mechanisms (primitive, operating system,

remote, etc.), the application then goes on to describe various operational uses of the

system. For example, the application teaches:

In operation data items can be accessed by reference
to their identities (True Names) independent of their

present location. The actual data item or True File
corresponding to a given data identifier or True Name may
reside anywhere in the system (that is, locally, remotely,
offline, etc). . . . If the data item is not present locally,
there are a number of ways in which it can be obtained
from wherever it is present. Using the source IDs field of
the True File registry table, the location(s) of copies of the
True File corresponding to a given True Name can be
determined. The Realize True File from Location primitive

mechanism tries to make a local copy of a True File, given
its True Name and the name of a source location (processor

or media) that may contain the True File.

Specification, pg. 66, lines 16-32.

Thus, the application teaches accessing data items using their True Names

(e.g., hashes of their contents). And it further teaches accessing data items (using

their True Names) from any location and independent of the location of the data

items. Further, using a data item’s True Name, the data item may be obtained from

one or more locations, e.g., as specified in a True File registry table. As discussed

above, the True File Registry table may contain “source ID(s) of . . . sources from

which this file or data item may be retrieved.” Specification, pg. 17, liens 10-12.

The application describes, for that embodiment, using the mechanism Realize

True File fiom Location to obtain the requested data item. The Realize True File fiom

Location “mechanism is used to try to make a local copy of a True File, given its True

Name and the name of a source location (processor or media) that may contain the

True File.” Specification, pg. 29, lines 13-16. Note that this mechanism is described

in detail at pg. 29, lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and with reference to FIG. 15.
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. . . determine whether the location specified is a processor.

. . ., then send a Request True File message (using the
Request True File remote mechanism) to the remote
processor and wait for a response. . .

Specification, pg. 29, lines 18-23.

The Request True File “mechanism allows a remote processor to request a

copy of a True File from the local processor. It requires a True Name and responds

positively by sending a True File back to the requesting processor.” The operation of
the Request True File mechanism is described in detail in the Section titled “Request

True File” on pg. 46, lines 7-24.

Attached hereto is an Appendix summarizing support for the pending claims

in the presently filed application. The cites in that Appendix are meant only as

examples and are in no way intended to limit the invention or its scope in any manner.
As shown in the Appendix hereto, the claims are fully supported by the .

application as filed.

In view of the above, withdrawal of this rejection imder § 112 is respectfully

requested.

PRIOR ART REJECTIONS

The Examiner rejected the claims under 35 USC § 103 as being unpatentable

over Nelson in view of Hamilton. The grounds for this rejection are respectfully

traversed.

The claims have been amended to clarify that the identifier determined for a

data identifier is context sensitive, i.e., is based on the content of the data or files. So,

for example, claim 54 has been amended, inter alia, to recite that the identifier is

“determined using a given function of the data wherein said data used bflie given

function to determine the data identifier comprises the contents of the particular data

file.” The other claims have been similarly amended. Therefore, as presently

claimed, in this invention the identifier determined for a file using a given function,

i.e., its True Name, is based on the data in the file. Once determined, in operation, the

True Name of a file may well be combined with other information such as the actual

(contextual) name of the file.
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Further as to claim 61 (also claims 66, 83), there is nothing in the prior art to

teach or in any way suggest, as claimed, “resolving the request for -the particular data
item based on a measure of availability of at least one of the servers.” The Examiner

cites Nelson as supposedly disclosing “the resolution of a request for a particular data
item based on the availability of the servers.” Paper No. 7, pg. 8. Nelson teaches no

such thing. The cited portion of Nelson merely describes how more than one client
can access the same object on a server.

As to claim 62 (and claims 67, 84), there is nothing in the prior art, alone or in

any proposed combination, to teach or in any way suggest, a method which includes
“resolving the request for the particular data item based on a measure of availability
of at least one of the servers, wherein the measure of availability comprises one or

more of: (a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server; (b) a measurement of a cost of
a connection to the server, and (c) a measurement of a reliability of a connection to.‘
the server.”

Further as to claim 63 (and claim 68), the prior art is silent about any type of

compound data items. Accordingly, the prior art does not and carmot teach or suggest
a method which operates on such compound data items. Particularly, there is nothing

in the prior art, alone or in any proposed combination, to teach or in any way suggest,
a method which includes “for each component data item of at least some of the

component data items:(a) determining a data identifier for the component data item,
the data identifier determined using the given function of the data comprising the

component data item; and (b) providing the component data item from a given one of
the servers of the network of servers.”

Further as to claims 79, 80 and 81, there is nothing in the prior art, alone or in

any proposed combination, to teach or in any way suggest, a method which includes
“maintaining accounting information relating to the data items; and using the

accounting information as a basis for a value-based accounting system in which

charges are based on an identity of the data items.” The prior art is completely silent
about the claimed method (of claim 80) “wherein the maintaining of accounting

information includes . . .2 (a) tracking which data items have been stored on a system;

and (b) tracking which data items have been transmitted from a server.” And the prior

art is completely silent about the method of claim 81 which includes “ensuring that a

data item is not used by an unauthorized party.”
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In view of the above, withdrawal of this rejection under § 103 is respectfiilly

requested.

The Examiner rejected claims 54-106 under the judicially created doctrine of

double patenting over claims 1-48 of U.S. Pat. No. 5,978,791. Applicants will file a

Terminal Disclaimer to deal with this rejection when this application is otherwise

allowable.

Should the Examiner believe that a personal or telephonic interview would

expedite the prosecution of this application, the Examiner is requested to contact the

undersigned at the telephone number provided. The Examiner is respectfully

reminded that this application is under expedited examination.

Respectfully submitted,

PILLSBURY INTI-IROP, LLP

 
Reg. No. 37497
Tel.No.: (703)905-2185
Fax No.: (703) 905-2500

1600 Tysons Boulevard,
McLean, Virginia 22102
(703) 905-2000
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APPENDIX

Claim 54

In a system in which a set of data items
are distributed across a network of

servers, at least some of the data items

being cached versions of data items
from a source server, a content delivery

method comprising:

determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier
being determined using a given function
of the data comprising the particular
data item; and

 Appendix

 Support in ification

to pg. 9, line 3.
Source Table (ST) pg. 10, lines
18, lines 10-11, Fig. 6.

on pgs. 71-73.

pg. 26, line 2.

Fig. 1., and description at pg. 8,

“. . .the system can be used to cache data
items from a server” Pg. 71, lines 32-33.
See also the various cache mechanisms

(Lock Cache, pg. 49, Update Cache, pg.
49) and description of cache operations

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

lines 8

9-12, pg.

‘~|
responsive to a request for the particular
data item, the request including at least
the data identifier of the particular data

item, providing the particular data item
from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and F1

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,

Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

G. 15.

Claim 55

are distributed across a network of

servers, some of the data items being
cached from a source server, a content

delivergethod comprising:

_ Su ort in S ecification
In a system in which a set of data items Fig. 1., and description at pg. 8, lines 8

to pg. 9, line 3.
Source Table (ST) pg. 10, lines

18, lines 10-11, Fig. 6

determining a data identifier for a
particular data item, the data identifier

being determined using a given function
of the data comprising the particular
data item; and

pg. 26, line 2.

responsive to a request for the particular
data item, the request including at least
the data identifier of the particular data

item, causing a copy of the particular
data item to be provided from a given
one ‘of the servers of the network of
servers.

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

9-12, pg.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.

Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers;

Claim 56 Support in Specification

A content delivery method, comprising:
See, e.g., region table 128 (pg.
13 to pg. 18)
See also, e.g., Mirror True File
mechanism “used to ensure that files are

17, line 1
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Claim 56

determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier

of the data comprising the particular
data item; and

data item, the request including at least
the data identifier of the particular data

item, providing the particular data item
from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

being determined using a given filnction

in response to a request for the particular

T Support in_Specification
available in alternate locations” pg. 50,
lines 15-17 and its corresponding

description. “the Mirror True File . . .
mechanism . . . causes one or more

copies of the new file to be made on
remote pl:essors.”_P_g; 73, lines 15-18.

_r—Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.

_,j_

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,

lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.

Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

Claim 57 l_Support in Sp_ecification
[A method as in claim 56 further

com_;)_ri'sing_:
determining whether the data identifier
corresponds to a data identifier of any
data item present on the given server.

“Locate True File . . . mechanism allows

a remote processor to determine whether
the local processor contains a copy of a
specific True File.” Pg. 44, line 32 to pg.
46, line 6, and FIG. 28.
“. . . determine if the True File is

_|_available local y.” Pg. 45, lines 5-6.

Claim 58 fl Sppport in Specification
A method as in claim 57 further

cogmina , _I
based on said determining, if the data
identifier does not correspond to a data

item present on the given server,
locating the particular data item from
another server.

“Locate True File . . . mechanism allows

a remote processor to determine whether
the local processor contains a copy of a

specific True File.” Pg. 44, line 32 to pg.
46, line 6, and FIG. 28.
“. . . determine if the True File is
available . . . or if there is some
indication of where the True File is

[_located.” Pg. 45, lines 5-6.

Claim 59 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 58 further

comprising:

obtaining, on the given server, a local
copy of the particular data item, from
the other server.

F

Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
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Claim 60

"A method as in claim 56 wherein at least
some of the data items distributed across

the network of servers are cached
versions of data items from another
server.

Appendix

Support in Specification
“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
lines 32-33. See also the various cache

mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,

Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.

Claim 61 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 56 further

comprising:
resolving the request for the particular
data item based on a measure of

availability of at least one of the servers

Claim 62

c
‘source availability” field in Source
table 130 (Fig.6 and pg. 19).

. “source availability. . . measurement . .
. used to select from among several

possible sources.” Pg. 19, lines 12-14.2'

'?11pportin Specification
A method as in claim 61 wherein the

more of:
measure of availability comprises one or

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the
server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a
connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of a reliability of a
connection to the server.

“source availability . . . measurement of
the bandwidth, cost ad reliability ofthe
connection to this source . . . used to

select from among several possible
sources.” Pg. 19, lines 12-14.

Claim 63 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 56 wherein the

up of various component data items, the
method further comprising:

data item is a compound data item made

See, e.g., True Name calculation of

compound data items (pgs. 25-26)

J

for each component data item of at least
some of the component data items:

(a) determining a data identifier for the
component data item, the data identifier
determined using the given function of
the data comprising the component data
item; and

(b) providing the component data item
from a given one of the servers of the

|_network of servers.

:._l

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.

Claim 64 Support in Specification

A content delivery method, compnsi_ng:
distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers;

See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism
“used to ensure that files are available in

29
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1 alternate locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17
and its corresponding description. “the
Mirror True File . . . mechanism. . .

causes one or more copies of the new
file to be made on remote processors.”

'_ Pg. 73, lines 15-18.
for a particular data item having a “. . . data may be organized to form a
particular name specifying a location in hierarchy of data storage elements, . . .,
the network at which the data item may for example, processors, file systems,
be located, regions, directories, data files, segments,

and the like.. . .. some or all of these

determining another name for the elements can be named by users given
particular data item, the other name V certain implementation specific naming
including a data identifier determined conventions, the name (or pathname) of
using a given function of the data an element being relative to a context. .
comprising the particular data item; and . ., a pathname is fully specified by a

processor name, a filesystem name,. . .”
Pg. 9, lines 7-26.

r

See Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line

|_ 15 to pg. 26, line 2.
in response to a request for the particular pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line ___.
data item, the request including the other Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
name of the particular data item, lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
providing the particular data item from a Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.
given one of the servers of the network
of servers.

Claim 65 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 64 wherein at least “In operation, the system can be used to
some of the data items are cached cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
Versions of data items from another lines 32-33. See also the various cache
server. mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,

Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.

Claim 66 |_Support in §pe_cification _J
Tmethod as in claim 64 fiirther

cyprisingz
resolving the request for the particular “source availability” field in Source
data item based on a measure of table 130 (Fig. 6 and pg. 19).
availability of at least one of the servers. “source availabilit . . . measurement . .

Y

. used to select from among several

possible sources.” Pg. 19, lines 12-14.

Claim 67 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 66 wherein the
measure of availability comprises one or
more of:

30 I .
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“source availability . . . measurement of
the bandwidth, cost ad reliability ofthe
connection to this source . . . used to

select from among several possible
sources.” Pg. 19, lines 12-14.

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the
server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a
connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of a reliability of a
connection to the server.

Claim 68

A method as in claim 64 wherein the

particular data item is a compound data
item comprising various component data
items, the method further comprising: J

for at least one component data item:
(a) determining a data identifier for the
component data item, the data identifier
detennined using a given function of the

data comprising the component data
item; and

(b) providing the component data item
from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

Support iifipecification J

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.

l_Claim 69 '_Support in Specification
A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data items across a “In operation, the system can be used to
network of servers, at least some of the cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
data items being cached versions of data lines 32-33. See also the various cache
items from another server; mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,

Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.
Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.
l determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier
determined using a given function of the

data comprising the particular data item;
and

in response to a request for the particular
data item, the request including at least
the data identifier of the particular data

item, providing the particular data item
from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line __.
Realize True Filefiom Location, pg. 29,

lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.

Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

Claim 70

A content delivery method, comprising:
causing a set of data items to be
distributed across a network of servers,

at least some of the data items being
cached versions of data items from

ort in Specification

 
 

“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
lines 32-33. See also the various cache

mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg

31
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another server; Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.

—<determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier
determined using a given function of the

data comprising the particular data item;
and

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.

data item, the request including at least
the data identifier of the particular data

item, causing the particular data item to

be provided from a given one of the
servers of the network of servers.

in response to a request for the particular ipg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.

Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

lglaim 71 Support in Specification

A content deliverLrnethod, comprising:
distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers, the network of

servers being organized into a set of
regions;

determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier
determined using a given function of the

data comprising the data item;

of cache operations onJags. 71-73.

__l

“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,

lines 32-33. See also the various cache
mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,

Update Cache, pg. 49) and description

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.

in response to a client request for the
particular data item, the request
including at least the data identifier of
the particular data item, providing the
client with the particular data item from
a given one of the servers of the network
of servers within the region.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True Filefrom Location, pg. 29,

lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

Claim 72

A method as in claim 54 wherein the

given function is a message digest

Support in S_m=.cification _’
“A family of functions with the above

properties are the so-called message

Appendix

function or a hash function. digest functions” Pg. 23, lines 8-9
“functions . . . include SHA” pg. 23,
lines 11-12.

Claim 73 _1 Su ort in S ecification
A method as in claim 72 wherein the “functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and
given ftmction is selected from the SHA" pg. 23, lines 11-12.
functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.

Claim 74 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 54 wherein the “The results . . . must be . . . randomly
given function randorily distributes its distributed” Pg. 22, lines 33-34.

32
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Claim 74 Support in Srgfication

outputs.

Claim 75 rSupport in Specification
A method as in claim 54 wherein, for a

particular data item, the given function
produces a substantially unique value
based on the data comprising the data
item.

Using Calculate True Name a “True .1
Name is computed using a function . . .
which reduces a data block . . . of

arbitrary length to a relatively small,
fixed size identifier, the True Name of

the data block.”, pg. 22, lines 16-18.

Claim 76

item may comprise a file, a portion of a
file, a page in memory, a digital
message, a digital image, a video signal
or an audio signal.

A method as in claim 54 wherein a data—| “In general, the terms “data” and “data

__lSupport in Specification

item” as used herein refer to sequences
of bits. Thus a data item may be the

contents of a file, a portion of a file, a

page in memory, an object in an object-
oriented program, a digital message, a_:
digital scanned image, a part of a video
or audio signal, or any other entity
which can be represented by a sequence
of bits.” Pg. 2, .lines 15-21.

Claim 77

In a system in which a set of data items
are distributed across a network of

servers, at least some of the data items

being cached versions of data items
from a source server, a content delivery

Supggrt in Specification
“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
lines 32-33. See also the various cache

mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,

Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations ogags. 71-73.method com rising:

responsive to a request for a particular
data item, the request including at least a
data identifier of the particular data item,
wherein the data identifier is determined

by applying a message digest function
MD5 to the data comprising the

particular data item,

providing the particular data item from
a given one of the servers of the network
of servers,

*1

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File fiam Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.

Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

“A family of functions with the above
properties are the so-called message
digest functions” Pg. 23, lines 8-9

“functions . . . include MD5” pg. 23,
lines 11-12.

wherein a data item may be a file, a

portion of a file, a page in memory, a
digital message, a digital image, a video
signal or an audio signal.

33

or audio signal, or any other entity

“In general, the terms “data” and “data
item” as used herein refer to sequences

of bits. Thus a data item may be the

contents of a file, a portion of a file, a

page in memory, an object in an object-
oriented program, a digital message, a

digital scanned image, a part of a video

Appendix
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Vciaim 77 Support in_Sp§cif1cation 1
which can be represented by a sequence

ofbits.” Pg. 2, .lines 15-21.

Claim 78 _J_Support in Spjgification :
A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers, at least some of the

data items being cached versions of data
items from another server;

See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism
“used to ensure that files are available in
alternate locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17

and its corresponding description. “the
Mirror True File . . . mechanism . . .
causes one or more copies of the new
file to be made on remote processors.”

Pg. 73, lines 15-18.
“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
lines 32-33. See also the various cache

mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49, '
Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations onpgs. 71-73.

determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier
determined using a given function of the

data comprising the particular data item,
wherein the given function randomly
distributes itsgu_tputs; and

t Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.
“The results . . . must be . . . randomly

distributed” Pg. 22, lines 33-34.

Fin response to a request for the particular
data item, the request including at least
the data identifier ofthe particular data

item, providing the particular data item
from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

__I

F Claim 79 Support in Specification
A method as in claim 78 further

L comprising:
maintaining accounting

information relating to the data items;
and

Accounting log, pg. 20, lines 5-18.

using the accounting information
as a basis for a value-based accounting

system in which charges are based on an
identity of the data items.

See generally Section titled “Track for
Accounting Puggoses”, pgs. 61-62

“The mechanism can be used as a basis
for a value-based accounting system in
which charges are based on the identity
of the data stored or transmitted The
mechanism can be used as a basis for a
value-based accounting system in which

Appendix

charges are based on the identity of the
data stored or transmitted” Pg_. 61, line

34
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Claim 80 _—_‘_Support in Specification
A method as in claim 79 wherein the

maintaining of accounting information
includes at least some of:

(a) tracking which data items have been
stored on a system; and

(b) tracking which data items have been
transmitted from a server.

l__._
“Note every time a files is created or
deleted.”3g. 62, lines 7-8
“Every time a file is transmitted” Pg.
62, line 13.

r Claim 81 4_§upport in Specification
A method as in claim 79 further

I_comprising:
ensuring that a data item is not

used by an unauthorized party.

l_parties.”_l:g. 62, lines 25-26.

See generally the Section titled “Track
for Licensing Purposes”, pgs. 62-63.
“This mechanism ensures that licensed
files are not used by unauthorized ‘

Claim 82 Support in Specification

distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers;

A content delivery method, commsing: _,I__
See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism
“used to ensure that files are available in
alternate locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17

and its corresponding description. “the
Mirror True File . . . mechanism . . .

causes one or more copies of the new
file to be made on remote processors.”

Pg. 73, lines 15-18.

determining a hash of a particular data —'
item; and

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

pg. 26, line 2.
“functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and

SHA’.’ pg. 23, lines 11-12. These are
known hash functions.

in response to a request for the particular
data item, the request including at least
the hash of the particular data item,

providing the particular data item from a
given one of the servers of the network
of servers.

_,__

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line .
Realize True File from Locati—o7,pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

__Claim 83 J Support in Specification
A method as in claim 82 fiirther

comprising __
resolving the request for the particular
data item based on a measure of

availability of at least one of the servers.

35

“source availability” field in Source

table 130 (Fig. 6 and pg. 19).
“source availability . . . measurement . .
. used to select from among several
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r Claim 83 Support in Specification
possible sources.” Pg. 19, lines 12-14.

Claim 84 Slmport in _S_pecification
A method as in claim 83 wherein the
measure of availability for a server

|_co_mprises one or more of:
(a) a measurement ofbandwidth to the
server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a
connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of reliability of a
connection to the server.

“source availability . . . measurement of
the bandwidth, cost ad reliability of the
connection to this source . . . used to
select from among several possible

sources.” Pg. 19, lines 12-14.

r

Claim 85 Support in Specification

A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers;

1

5 4

See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism
“used to ensure that files are available in
alternate locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17

and its corresponding description. “the
Mirror True File . . . mechanism . . .
causes one or more copies of the new
file to be made on remote processors.”

73, lines 15-18.

for a particular data item having a
particular data identifier specifying a
location in the network at which the

particular data item may be located,
determining another data identifier for
the particular data item, the other data
identifier including a data identifier
determined using a hash of the particular
data item;

in response to a request for the particular
data item, the request including the other
data identifier of the particular data item,

providing the particular data item from a
g_iven one of the servers of the network

P .

| Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to
pg. 26, line 2.

“functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and

SHA” pg. 23, lines 1 1-12. These are
known hash functions.

“. . . data may be organized to form a

hierarchy of data storage elements, . . .,
for example, processors, file systems,
regions, directories, data files, segments,
and the like.. . .. some or all of these
elements can be named by users given

certain implementation specific naming
conventions, the name (or pathname) of
an element being relative to a context. .

. ., a pathnarne is fully specified by a
processor name, a filesystem name,. . .”
Pg. 9, lines 7-26.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,

lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

_I
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Claim 85 Support in Specification I
of servers. I
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Claim 86

A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data items across a
network of servers, at least some of the

data items being cached versions of data
items from another server;

Support in Specification

See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism
“used to ensure that files are available in

alternate locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17
and its corresponding description. “the
Mirror True File . . . mechanism . . .

causes one or more copies of the new
file to be made on remote processors.”

Pg. 73, lines 15-18.
“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
lines 32-33. See also the various cache

mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,

Update Cache, pg. 49) and description
of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.

 

determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier
including a hash of the particular data
item; and

in response to a request for the particular
data item, the request including at least
the data identifier of the particular data

item, providing the particular data item
from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

 

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to
pg. 26, line 2.
“fiinctions . . . include MD4, MD5, and

SHA” pg. 23, lines 11-12. These are
known hash functions.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True Filefrom Location, pg. 29,

lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

 

Claim 87 Support in Specification
A method of delivering a data item in a
network comprising a plurality of
processors, some of the processors being
servers and some of the processors being
clients, the method comprising:

storing the data item is on a first server
in the network and storing copies of the
data item on a set of servers in the

network distinct from the first server;
and .

relationship. . . .” pg. 8, lines 21-24.

See generally Fig. 1., and description at
pg. 8, lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.
“, the processors may be in one of
various relationships. For example, two
processors 102 may be in a client/server,
client/client, or a server/server

See generally the mechanism Mirror
True File at pg. 50 et seq. “. . . use to
ensure that files are available in alternate

locations.” Pg. 50, lines 16-18.

responsive to a client request for the data
item, the request including a hash of the
data item, causing the data item to be
provided to the client.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.
“functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and

SHA” pg. 23, lines 1 1-12. These are
known hash functions.

38
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Claim 88

A method as in claim 87 wherein the
data item has a contextual name

comprising a pathname including a
processor name and a file name, the
method further comprising:

_‘_Support in §p_ecification

processor name, a filesystem name,. . .”

“. . . data may be organized to form a

hierarchy of data storage elements, . . .,
for example, processors, file systems,
regions, directories, data files, segments,
and the like.. . .. some or all of these
elements can be named by users given
certain implementation specific naming
conventions, the name (or pathname) of
an element being relative to a context. .

. ., a pathname is fully specified by a

Pg. 9, lines 7-26. J

associating the contextual name of the
data item with the hash of the data item.

Calculate True Name, “functions . . .
include MD4, MD5, and SHA” pg. 23,
lines 1 1-12. These are known hash
functions.

See also Assimilate Data Item at pg. 263
et seq.
The LDE table includes “the . . .
contextual name” Pg. 15, line 30 and
the True Name Pg. 15.

Claim 89

A method of delivering a data item in a
network comprising a plurality of
processors, some of the processors being
servers and some of the processors being
clients, the method comprising:

Support in §p_ecification
See generally Fig. l., and description at
pg. 8, lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.
“, the processors may be in one of
various relationships. For example, two

processors 102 may be in a client/server,
client/client, or a server/server

relationship. . . .” pg. 8, lines 21-24.

storing the data item is on a first server
and storing copies of the data item on a
set of servers distinct from the first
server; and

See generally the mechanism Mirror
True File at pg. 50 et seq. “. . . use to
ensure that files are available in alternate

locations.” Pi, lines 16-18.

responsive to a client request for the data
item, the request including a value
determined as a given function of the
data in the data item, providing the data
item to the client.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

_.I_

Claim 90 Su ortinS ecification

A method as in claim 89 wherein the
data item has a contextual name

comprising a pathname including a
processor name and a file name, the
method further comprising:

“. . . data may be organized to form a
hierarchy of data storage elements, . . .,
for example, processors, file systems,
regions, directories, data files, segments,
and the like.. . .. some or all of these
elements can be named by users given
certain implementation specific naming

Appendix

conventions, the name (or pathname) of
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Associating the contextual name of the
data item with the value determined as

item.
the given function of the data in the data

*4

.__,_

l

Appendix
_,

an element being relative to a context. .
. ., a pathname is fully specified by a
rocessor name, a filesystem name,. . .”

P . 9, lines 7-26.
Calculate True Name, “functions . . .
include MD4, MD5, and SHA” pg. 23,
lines 1 1-12. These are known hash
functions.

See also Assimilate Data Item at pg. 26
et seq.

The LDE table includes “the . . .
contextual name” Pg. 15, line 30 and
the True Name 15.

r

_ Claim 91
A method as in claim 54 L

SQEROHS in Sp_e_ciiication

wherein certain processors in the “. . . processors communicate with each
network communicate with each other other using . . . communication protocols
using a TCP/IP communication protocol. such as . . . TCP/IP.” Pg. 44, lines 14- ‘-17.

Claim 92 Support in _Specification
A method of delivering a data item in a
network comprising a plurality of

servers and some

clients, wherein some processors in the
network communicate with each other

wherein a key is required to identify a
data item on the network and wherein
ordinarily the key is a name or address
for the data item, the method
com rising:

storing some data items on a first server
in the network and storing copies of
some of the data items on a set of cache
servers distinct from the first server;

determining a different cache key from
the ordinarily used cache key, the

processors, some of the processors being
of the processors being

using a TCP/IP communication protocol,

 
  
 

of cache operations on pg

_p_g_. 26, line 2.

See generally Fig. 1., and description at
pg. 8, lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.
“, the processors may be in one of
various relationships. For example, two
processors 102 may be in a client/server,
client/client, or a server/server
relationship. . . .” pg. 8, lines 21-24.

“. . . processors communicate with each
other using . . . communication protocols
such as . . . TCP/IP.” Pg. 44, lines 14-
17.

See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism
“used to ensure that files are available in
alternate locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17
and its corresponding description. “the
Mirror True File . . . mechanism . . .
causes one or more copies of the new
file to be made on remote processors.”
Pg. 73, lines 15-18.
“In operation, the system can be used to
cache data items from a server” Pg. 71,
lines 32-33. See also the various cache
mechanisms (Lock Cache, pg. 49,
Update Cache, pg. 49) and descriptions. 7 1-73.

 

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to

40
r
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different cache key being a function of

the data it gpresents; and
responsive to a client request for the data
item, the request including the different
cache key for the data item, providing

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29,
lines 12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.

Appendix

the data item to the client. Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

Claim 93 I Support in Specification
A method as in claim 92 wherein the
function is a message digest function or
a hash function.

l__

“A family of functions with the above
properties are the so-called message digest
functions” Pg. 23, lines 8-9.
“functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and SHA”

pg. 23, lines 11-12. These are known hash
functions.

Claim 94
ecification

Support in Sp

A method as in claim 93 wherein the
function is selected from the functions:
MD4, MD5, and SHA.

1 “functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and SHA”

pg. 23, lines 11-12.
.4:

Claim 95 Sppport in Specification

A method as in claim 92 wherein the
function randomly distributes its

outputs.

“The results . . . must be . . . randomly
distributed” Pg. 22, lines 33-34.

Claim 96 TSupport in Specification

A framework operative in a computer
network in which users of client

processors connect to a content server,
the framework comprising:

See generally Fig. 1., and description at pg. 8,
lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.
“, the processors may be in one of various
relationships. For example, two processors 102
may be in a client/server, client/client, or a
server/server relationship. . . .” pg. 8, lines 21-
24.

a set of content servers, distinct from the

content provider server, for hosting at
least some of the data items that are

normally hosted by the content provider
server;

L

See, e. g., Mirror True File mechanism “used to
ensure that files are available in alternate

locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17 and its
corresponding description. “the Mirror True
File . . . mechanism . . . causes one or more

copies of the new file to be made on remote
processors.” Pg. 73, lines 15-18.
“In operation, the system can be used to cache
data items from a server” Pg. 71, lines 32-33.
See also the various cache mechanisms (Lock
Cache, pg. 49, Update Cache, pg. 49) and
description of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.

a mechanism constructed and adapted to
determine an identifier for a data item as

a given function of a data item in the
network; J

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to pg. 26,
line 2.

41 ./
ll,
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fciarm 96 Support in Specification

wherein, in response to requests for a
data item, generated by one of the client
machines the request including an
identifier based on the given function of

the particular data item, the particular
data item is served from one of the
content servers.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.
Realize True File from Location, pg. 29, lines

12 to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

.1.

Claim 97

A framework as in claim 96 wherein the

given function is a message digest
function or a hash function.

Sppport in Spicification
“A family of fimctions with the above properties
are the so-called message digest functions” Pg.
23, lines 8-9
“functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and SHA”

pg. 23, lines 11~12. These are known hash
functions.

L Claim 98
A framework as in claim 97 wherein the

given function is selected from the
functions: MD4, MD5, and SI-IA.

[Elm 99
A framework as in claim 96 wherein the

given function randomly distributes its
outputs.

J

7

Support in Specification
“functions . . . include MD4, MD5, and SI-IA”
pg. 23, lines 11-12.

Support in Specification
“The results . . . must be . . . randomly

distributed” Pg. 22, lines 33-34.

Claim 100 Support in Specification
A framework as in claim 96 wherein

processors in the network communicate
with each other using a TCP/IP
communication protocol.

“. . . processors communicate with each other
using. . . communication protocols such as . . .
TCP/IP.” Pg. 44, lines 14-17.

Claim 101 Sppport in Specification
A framework as in claim 96 wherein the
data item has a contextual name, the
framework further comprising:

“. . . data may be organized to form a hierarchy
of data storage elements, . . ., for example,

processors, file systems, regions, directories,
data files, segments, and the like.. . .. some or all
of these elements can be named by users given

certain implementation specific naming
conventions, the name (or pathnarne) of an
element being relative to a context. . . ., a

pathnarne is fully specified by a processor name,
a filesystem name,. . Fig. 9, lines 7-26.

associate the contextual name of the data
item with the identifier for the data item.

L

42

a mechanism constructed and adapted to—l—Calculate True Name, “functions . . . include
MD4, MD5, and SHA” pg. 23, lines 11-12.
These are known hash functions.

See also Assimilate Data Item at pg. 26 et seq.
The LDE table includes “the . . . contextual

»
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Claim 101 _:LSup_p_ort in §p_ecification 1
name” Pg. 15, line 30 and the True Name Pg. .

_L I 5.

Claim 102 Support in §pecification
A framework as in claim 101 wherein ——l “. . . data may be organized to form a hierarchy
the contextual name of the data item of data storage elements, . . ., for example,
comprises a pathname including a
processor name and a file name.

I_

Claim 103

In a network comprising a plurality of
processors, some of the processors
functioning as servers and some of the
processors functioning as clients,
wherein some processors in the network
communicate with each other using a
TCP/IP communication protocol,
wherein a key is required to identify a
data item on the network and wherein

ordinarily the key is a name or address
for the data item, a method of delivering

storing some data items on a first server
in the network and storing copies of
some of the data items from the first
server on a set of cache servers distinct
from the first server;

_,_

7...

a data item:

processors, file systems, regions, directories,
data files, segments, and the like.. . .. some or all
of these elements can be named by users given
certain implementation specific naming
conventions, the name (or pathname) of an
element being relative to a context. . . ., a

pathname is fully specified by a processor name,
a filesjstem name,. . .” Pg. 9, lines 7-26.

Support in §m:cification
See generally Fig. 1., and description atfpg. 8,
lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.
“, the processors may be in one of various
relationships. For example, two processors 102
may be in a client/server, client/client, or a
server/server relationship. . . .” pg. 8, lines 21-
24.

“. . . processors communicate with each other
using . . . communication protocols such as . . .
TCP/1P.” Pg. 44, lines 14-17.

See, e.g., Mirror True File mechanism “used to
ensure that files are available in alternate

locations” pg. 50, lines 15-17 and its
corresponding description. “the Mirror True
File . . . mechanism . . . causes one or more

copies of the new file to be made on remote
processors.” Pg. 73, lines 15-18.
“In operation, the system can be used to cache
data items from a server” Pg. 71, lines 32-33.
See also the various cache mechanisms (Lock
Cache, pg. 49, Update Cache, pg. 49) and
degription of cache operations on pgs. 71-73.

for a particular data item, determining a
different cache key from the ordinarily
used cache key for the data item, the
different cache key being determined

using a message function MD5 of the
data comprising the particular data item;
and

—_L

“A family of functions with the above properties
are the so-called message digest functions” Pg.
23, lines 8-9.

“functions . . . include . . . MD5” pg. 23, lines
11-12.

responsive to a client request for the
particular data item, the rgluest

_-

43

pg. 67, line _. ‘i
from Location, pg._29, lines 12 4

pg. 66, line 16 to
Realize True File
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Claim 103 _r
l including the different cache key for the

data item, causing the particular data

portion of a file, a page in memory, a
digital message, a digital image, a video
signal or an audio signal.

l__

r Support in Specification
to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

item to be rovided to the client,
wherein the data item may be a file, a “In general, the terms “data” and “data item” as

used herein refer to sequences of bits. Thus a
data item may be the contents of a file, a portion
of a file, a page in memory, an object in an
object-oriented program, a digital message, a
digital scanned image, a part of a video or audio
signal, or any other entity which can be
represented by a sequence of bits.” Pg. 2, .lines
15-21.

/-

Claim 104

A framework operative in a computer
network in which users of client processors
connect to a content server, wherein

processors in the network communicate
with each other using a TCP/IP
communication protocol, the framework
comprising:

:1
S1_ipport in §pecification
See generally Fig. 1., and description at pg. 8,
lines 8 to pg. 9, line 3.
“, the processors may be in one of various
relationships. For example, two processors 102
may be in a client/server, client/client, or a
server/server relationship. . . .” pg. 8, lines 21-
24.

“. . . processors communicate with each other
using . . . communication protocols such as . . .
TCP/IP.” Pg. 44, lines 14-17.

a mechanism constructed and adapted to
determine a given function of a data item in
the network, the given function being a
message digest function or a hash function;

a set of content servers, distinct from the _-1
content provider server, for hosting at least
some of the data items that are normally
hosted by the content provider server;

“A family of functions with the above properties
are the so-called message digest functions” Pg.
23, lines 8-9; “functions . . . include MD4, MD5,
and SHA” pg. 23, lines 11-12. These are known
hash functions. __,

See generally region table 128 (pg. 17-18) and
“Mirror Processor(s)” description as “processors
which are to keep . . . copies of all files in the
current region”. Ig._18, line 5 et seq.

l—wherein, in response to requests for a data
item, generated by one of the client
machines the request including an identifier
based on the given function of the particular
data item, the particular data item is served
from one of the content servers.

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line ___.
Realize True File fiom Location, pg. 29, lines 12
to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

Claim 105

A framework as in claim 96 wherein a
data item may be a file, a portion of a
file, a page in memory, a digital
message, a digital image, a video signal
or an audio signal.

    

  
“In general, the terms
used herein refer to sequences of bits. Thus a
data item may be the contents of a file, a portion
of a file, a page in memory, an object in an
object—oriented program, a digital message, a
digital scanned image, a part of a video or audio
signal, or any other entity which can be

44
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‘Tepresented by a sequence of bits.” Pg. 2, .lines

in which at least some processors in

the method comprising:

for a particular data item having a

name including a data identifier
determined using message digest
function MD5 of the data comprisin
particular data item; and

network communicate with each other
using a TCP/IP communication protocol,

particular name specifying a location in
the network at which the data item may
be located, determining another name
for the particular data item, the other

_J_ 15-21.

Claim 106 Support in Specification l
A content delivery method in a network See generally Fig. 1 and corresponding

the description.

TCP/IP.” Pg. 44, lines 14-17.

line 2.

23, lines 8-9;

g the
Jr

“. . . processors communicate with each other
using . . . communication protocols such as . . .

Calculate True Name, pg. 22, line 15 to pg. 26, l
“A family of functions with the above properties
are the so—called message digest functions” Pg.

“functions . . . include MD5” pg. 23, lines 11-12.

Lnetwork of servers,
wherein the data item may be a file,
portion of a file, a page in memory,

signal or an audio signal.

Fin response to a request for the particular
data item, the request including the other
name of the particular data item, causing
the particular data item to be provided
from a given one of the servers of the

digital message, a digital image, a video

pg. 66, line 16 to pg. 67, line _.

to pg. 30, line 5 and FIG. 15.
Request True File, pg. 46, lines 7-24.

a “. . . the terms “data” and “data item” as used
a herein refer to sequences of bits. Thus a data

item may be the contents of a file, a portion of a
file, a page in memory, an object in an object-
oriented program, a digital message, a digital
scanned image, a part of a video or audio signal,
or any other entity which can be represented by a

e uence ofbits.” P .2, .lines 15-21.

45

Realize True Filefiom Location, pg. 29, lines 12
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Abstract of the Disclosure 1%
In a system in which a set of data items are :‘-'-_~- u

 
 ed across a network of

servers, at least some of the data items being cached versions of data items from a

source server, a content delivery method includes determining a data identifier for a

particular data item, the data identifier being determined using a given function of the

data comprising the particular data item; and responsive to a request for the particular

data item, the request including at least the data identifier of the particular data item,
providing the particular data item from a given one of the servers of the network of

servers. The request for the particular data item may be resolved based on a measure

of availability of at least one of the servers, where the measure of availability maybe
a measurement of bandwidth to the server; a measurement of a cost of a connection to

the server, and/or a measurement of a reliability of a connection to the server. The

function used to determine the identifier may be a message digest ftmction or a hash

function.

 

46
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Claim Amendments

ded) In a system in which a set of data [items] E are distributed54. (Amen

ome of the data [items] f1_l6_S being cached
across a network of servers, at least s

[items] files from a source server, wherein the source server isversions of data
(1 comprising:

distinct from the servers in the network, a content delivery metho
data [item] file on the sourcedetermining a data identifier for a particular

server, the data identifier being determined using a given function of thed 
said data used by the given function to determine the data identifier comprises the
contents of [comprising] the particular data [item] ffi; and

responsive to a request for the particular data [item] %, the request including

 

at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] fll_e, providing the particular
data [item] file from a given one of the servers of the network of sewers, said
providing being based on the data identifier of the reguested data item.

55. (Amended) In a system in which a set of data [items] @ are distributed
rk of servers, some of the data [items] _fik:_s b

server distinct from the servers in the network, a content delive
n the source

determining a data identifier for a particular data [item] file 0

eing cached from a source
across a netwo

ry method comprising:

ata wherein 

server, the data identifier being determined using a given function of the (1
said data used by the given function to determine the data identifier comprises the
contents of [comprising] the particular data [item] t_'1l_e; and

responsive to a request for the particular data [item] fie, the request including
at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] fig, causing a copy of the
particular data [item] [E to be provided from a given one of the servers of the
network of servers.

56. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
g a set of data [items] flea across a network of
g a data identifier for a particular data [item] fil_e,

given function of the data, wherein said data used by the
rising]

distributin servers;
determinin the data identifier

being determined using a

given function to determine the data identifier comprises the contents of [comp
the particular data [item] %; and

47
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in response to a request for the particular data [item] file, the request including
at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] %, providing the particular

data [item] me from a given one of the servers of the network of servers, said

providing being based on the data identifier of the particular data file.

57. (Amended) A method as in claim 56 further comprising:

determining whether the data identifier corresponds to a data identifier of any

data [item] file present on the given server.

58. (Amended) A method as in claim 57 further comprising:
based on said determining, if the data identifier does not correspond to a data

[item] file present on the given server, locating the particular data [item] % from!
another server.

59. (Amended) A method as in claim 58 further comprising:

obtaining, on the given server, a local copy of the particular data [item] fil_e,
from the other server.

60. (Amended) A method as in claim 56 wherein at least some of the data

[items] files distributed across the network of servers are cached versions of data
[items] files from another server,_distinct from the network of servers.

61. (Amended) A method as in claim 56 further comprising:

resolving the request for the particular data [item] fig based on a measure of

availability of at least one of the servers.

62. (Amended) A method as in claim 61 wherein the measure of availability i_s

based on [comprises] one or more of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

- (b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of a reliability of a connection to the server.

48 L
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63. (Amended) A method as in claim 56 wherein the data [item] tfi is a

compound data [item] ffi made up of various component data [items] t@, the
method further comprising:

for each component data [item] file of at least some of the component data

[items] _fi_le§:

(a) determining a data identifier for the component data [item] ffi, the
data identifier for the component file determined using the given

function of the datagvherein said data used b_1tl1e gi_ven function to

determine the data identifier com;)ri_ses the contents of [comprising]

the component data [item] fil_e; and

(b) providing the component data [item] file from a given one of the
servers of the network of servers.

64. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data [items] file_s across a network of servers;

for a particular data [item] fig having a particular name specifying a location
in the network at which the data [item] fll_e may be located, determining another name

for the particular data [item] file, the other name including a data identifier
determined using a given function of the data, where said data used by the given

function comprises the contents of [comprising] the particular data [item] fi_le; and

in response to a request for the particular data [item] im, the request including
the other name of the particular data [item] ffi, providing the particular data [item]

fl from a given one of the servers of the network of servers.

65. (Amended) A method as in claim 64 wherein at least some of the data

[items] ti_le_s are cached versions of data [items] @ from another server which is
distinct from the network of servers.

66. (Amended) A method as in claim 64 further comprising:

resolving the request for the particular data [item] fl based on a measure of

availability of at least one of the servers.

67. (Amended) A method as in claim 66 wherein the measure of availability i_s

based on [comprises] one or more of:

49
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(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and
(c) a measurement of a reliability of a connection to the server.

68. (Amended) A method as in claim 64 wherein the particular data [item] file
1 files, theis a compound data [item] f_'1l_e comprising various component data [items

method fiirther comprising:

for at least one component data [item] %:

(a) determining a data identifier for the component data [item]
a wherein

%, the
 

data identifier determined using a given fimction of the dat

said data used by the given function comgfises the contents of

[comprising] the component data [item] §il_e; and
(b) providing the component data [item] L16 from a given one of the
servers of the network of servers.

69. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data [items] files across a network of servers, at least some

of the data [items] file_s being cached versions of data [items] f1_1gs from another
server, distinct from the network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data [item] fll_e, the data identifier
determined using a given fimction of the data, wherein said data used by the given
function comprises the contents of [comprising] the particular data [item] file; and

in response to a request for the particular data [item] &, the request including
at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] fig, providing the particular

data [item] file from a given one of the servers of the network of servers.

70. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

causing a set of data [items] files to be distributed across a network of servers,
at least some of the data [items] t_'1_le_s being cached versions of data [items] @ from

another server distinct from the network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data [item] file, the data identifier
rein said data used by the_given

particular data [item] £1_1§; and
determined using a given function of the data, whe

function comprises the contents of [comprising] the
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in response to a request for the particular data [item] fil_e, the request including
he data identifier of the particular data [item] fll_e, causing the particular data

[item] fl1_e to be provided from a given one of the servers of the network of servers.

71. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:
distributing a set of data [items] files across a network of servers, the network

of servers being organized into a set of regions;

determining a data identifier for a particular data [item] fll_e, the data identifier
determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data usedbv the given
function comprises the contents of [comprising] the data [item] ffi;

in response to a client request for the particular data [item] file, the request
including at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] fll_e, providing the
client with the particular data [item

network of servers within the region.

] fll_e from a given one of the servers of the

72. (Amended) A method as in claim 54 wherein the given function is a
message digest function or a hash function.

73. (Amended) A method as in claim 72 wherein the given function is selected
from the functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.

74. (Amended) A method as in claim 54 wherein the given function randomly
distributes its outputs.

75. (Amended) A method as in claim 54 wherein, for a particular data [item]
fll_e, the given function produces a substantially unique value based on the data
comprising the data [item] fll_e.

76. (Amended) A method as in claim 54 wherein a data [item] :1; may

comprise a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital message, a digital
image, a video signal or an audio signal.

77. (Amended) In a system in which a set of data [items] E are
distributed across a network of servers, at least some of the data [items] files being
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cached versions of data [items] files from a source server distinct from the network of

servers, a content delivery method comprising:

responsive to a request for a particular data [item] fl, the request including at
least a data identifier of the particular data [item] fl, wherein the data identifier is

determined by applying a message digest function MD5 to the data, wherein said data

used by the MD5 function to determine the data identifier is the contents of

[comprising] the particular data [item] file, providing the particular data [item] file
from a given one of the servers of the network of sewers,

wherein a data [item] fm may be a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory,

a digital message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.

78. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data [items] files across a network of sewers, at least some
of the data [items] frl_e_s being cached versions of data [items] files from another server
distinct from the network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data [item] file, the data identifier ,

determined using a given function of the data, wherein said data used by the given

function comprises the contents of [comprising] the particular data [item] fr_l§, an_d
wherein the given function randomly distributes its outputs; and

in response to a request for the particular data [item] _fi_le, the request including
at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] file, providing the particular

data [item] f1_le from a given one of the servers of the network of servers, said

providing being based on the data identifier of the particular data item.

79. (Amended) A method as in claim 78 further comprising:

maintaining accounting information relating to the data [items] files; and

using the accounting information as a basis for a value-based accounting

system in which charges are based on an identity of the data [items] files.

80. (Amended) A method as in claim 79 wherein the maintaining of

accounting information includes at least some of:

(a) tracking which data [items] files have been stored on a system; and
(b) tracking which data [items] files have been transmitted from a server.
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81. (Amended) A method as in claim 79 further comprising:

ensuring that a data [item] f1_le_ is not used by an unauthorized party.

82. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data [items] fleg across a network of servers;

determining [a] an__l\@5_ hash offigntents of a particular data [item] flag
and

in response to a request for the particular data [item] _fil_e, the request including
at least the l\_/Il_3_5_ hash of the particular data [item] fil_e, providing the particular data

[item] @ from a given one of the servers of the network of servers, said providing
beir_1g_based on the MD5 hash of the garticular data file.

83. (Amended) A method as in claim 82 further comprising:

resolving the request for the particular data [item] tile based on a measure of

availability of at least one of the servers.

84. (Amended) A method as in claim 83 wherein the measure of availability

for a server is based on [comprises] one or more of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and

(c) a measurement of reliability of a connection to the server.

85. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data [items] mes across a network of servers;

for a particular data [item] fig having a particular data identifier specifying a
location in the network at which the particular data [item] f1l_e_ may be located,

determining another data identifier for the particular data [item] fig, the other data
identifier including a data identifier determined using a [hash] message digest

%of the contents of the particular data [item] flg;

in response to a request for the particular data [item] f1l_e, the request including
the other data identifier of the particular data [item] fll_e, providing the particular data

[item] fie from a given one of the servers of the network of servers, said providing
bei_ng based on the other data identifier which was determined using the message

digest function.
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86. (Amended) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of data [items] fi_le_s across a network of servers, at least some

of the data [items] @ being cached versions of data [items] fi_l¢:_s from another

server, said other server being distinct from the network of servers;

determining a data identifier for a particular data [item] file, the data identifier

including a hash of the contents of the particular data [item] fil_e; and
in response to a request for the particular data [item] file, the request including

at least the data identifier of the particular data [item] fig, providing the particular

data [item] f1_l§ from a given one of the servers of the network of servers.

87. (Amended) A method of delivering a data [item] f11_e in a network

comprising a plurality of processors, some of the processors being servers and some
of the processors being clients, the method comprising: '

storing the data [item] @ is on a first server in the network and storing copies

of the data [item] fil_e on a set of servers in the network distinct from the first server;
and

responsive to a client request for the data [item] file, the request including a
hash of the contents of the data [item] f11_e, causing the data [item] an to be provided
to the client.

88. (Amended) A method as in claim 87 wherein the data [item] fl_l§ has a
contextual name comprising a pathname including a processor name and a file name,

the method further comprising:

associating the contextual name of the data [item] _£il_e_ with the hash of the

contents of the data [item] fl.

89. (Amended) A method of delivering a data [item] f1l_e in a network

comprising a plurality of processors, some of the processors being servers and some

of the processors being clients, the method comprising:

storing the data [item] f;l_e is on a first server and storing copies of the data

[item] file on a set of servers distinct from the first server; and
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responsive to a client request for the data [item] fll_e, the request including a
value determined as a given function of the contents of [data in] the data [item] me,

providing the data [item] file to the client.

90. (Amended) A method as in claim 89 wherein the data [item] me has a
contextual name comprising a pathname including a processor name and a file name,

the method further comprising:

associating the contextual name of the data [item] @ with the value
determined as the given function of the data in the data [item] file.

91. (Amended) A method as in claim 54

wherein certain processors in the network communicate with each other using

a TCP/IP communication protocol.

92. (Amended) A method of delivering a data [item] me in a network
comprising a plurality of processors, some of the processors being servers and some
of the processors being clients, wherein some processors in the network communicate
with each other using a TCP/IP communication protocol, wherein a key is required to

identify a data [item] @ on the network and wherein ordinarily the key is a name or
address for the data [item] file, the method comprising:

storing some data [items] fig on a first server in the network and storing

copies of some of the data [items] fik:_s on a set of cache servers distinct from the first
server;

determining a different cache key from the ordinarily used cache key, the

different cache key being a ftmction of the contents of the data it represents; and

responsive to a client request for the data [item] me, the request including the
different cache key for the data [item] fl, providing the data [item] file to the client.

93. (Amended) A method as in claim 92 wherein the function is a message

digest function or a hash function.

94. (Amended) A method as in claim 93 wherein the function is selected from
the functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.
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95. (Amended) A method as in claim 92 wherein the function randomly

distributes its outputs.

96. (Amended) A framework operative in a computer network in which users

of client processors connect to a content server, the framework comprising:
a set of content servers, distinct from the content provider server, for hosting

at least some of the data [items] figs that are normally hosted by the content provider

server;

a mechanism constructed and adapted to determine an identifier for a data

[item] @ as a given function of the contents of a data [item] fll_e in the network;
wherein, in response to requests for a data [item] fil_e, generated by one of the

client machines the request including an identifier based on the given function of the

contents of the particular data [item] fl, the particular data [item] tfi is served from
one of the content servers.

97. (Amended) A framework as in claim 96 wherein the given function is a

message digest function or a hash function.

98. (Amended) A framework as in claim 97 wherein the given function is

selected from the functions: MD4, MD5, and SHA.

99. (Amended) A framework as in claim 96 wherein the given function

randomly distributes its outputs.

100. (Amended) A framework as in claim 96 wherein processors in the

network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication protocol.

101. (Amended) A framework as in claim 96 wherein the data [item] file has a

contextual name, the framework further comprising:

a mechanism constructed and adapted to associate the contextual name of the

data [item] fle with the identifier for the data [item] tfi.

102. (Amended) A framework as in claim 101 wherein the contextual name of

the data [item] file comprises a pathname including a processor name and a file name.
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103. (Amended) In a network comprising a plurality of processors, some of
s functioning as servers and some ofthe processor unicate with each other using am

o identify a data [item]

r address for the data

ome processors in the network co

ion protocol, wherein a key is required t
(1 wherein ordinatily the key is a name o

ivering a data [item] fll_e:

] Q on a first server in the network a
files from the first server on a set of cac

clients, wherein s

TCP/IP communicat

file on the network an

[item] _me, a method of del
storing some data [items nd storing

copies of some of the data [items]

he servers

distinct from the first server;

for a particular data [item] fll_e, det

y used cache key for the data [item] file, t

ermining a different cache key from the
he different cache key being

ordinaril
di est function MD5 of the data, wherein said data used

determined using a message g
g] the particular data [item]

by the MD5 function comprises the contents of [comprisin
tile; and

responsive to a c

including the different cac

[item] f1l_e to be provided to the client,
wherein the data [item] @ may be a file, a portion of a file, a page in

memory, a digital message, a dig

flag, the requestlient request for the particular data [item]
particular datahe key for the data [item] file, causing the

ital image, a video signal or an audio signal.

perative in a computer network in which users104. (Amended) A framework o
rs in the networknt server, wherein processo

of client processors connect to a conte
IP communication protocol, the framework

communicate with each other using a TCP/

comprising:

a mechanism constructed and adapted to determine a given function of a data
message digest function or a

[item] @ in the network, the given function being a
hash function;

a set of content servers, distinct from the content provider server, for hosting

at least some of the data [items] files that are normally hosted by the content provider
server;

wherein, in response to requests for a data [item] _f11_e_, generated by one of the
client machines the request including an identifier based on the given function of the
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contents of the particular data [item] i_'1l_e, the particular data [item] file is served from
one of the content servers.

105. (Amended) A framework as in claim 96 wherein a data [item] file may be
a file, a portion of a file, a page in memory, a digital message, a digital image, a video
signal or an audio signal.

106. (Amended) A content delivery method in a network in which at least
some processors in the network communicate with each other using a TCP/IP
communication protocol, the method comprising:

for a particular data [item] % having a particular name specifying a location
in the network at which the data [item] @ may be located, determining another name
for the particular data [item] Q, the other name including a data identifier

D5 of the data, wherein said data used by
determined using message digest function M

[comprising] the particular data [item]the MD5 function comprises the contents of

me; and

in response to a request for the particular data [item] file, the request including
the other name of the particular data [item] fll_e, causing the particular data [item] f1_l§
to be provided from a given one of the servers of the network of servers,

wherein the data [item] file may be a file, a portion of a file, a page in

memory, a digital message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.

Please add the following new claims:

--107. (New) A content delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of
data files are distributed across a network of servers, at least some of the data files

being cached versions of data files from a source server distinct from the network of
servers, the content delivery method comprising:

for a particular data file, determining a name using a given function of the
data, said data being the data which comprises the contents of the particular data file;
and
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e particular data file, the request including atin response to a request forth
e, causing the particular data file to be providedleast the name of the particular data fil

from a given one of the servers of the network of servers.

108. (New) A content delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of files
me of the files being cached

are distributed across a network of servers, at least so
servers in the network, wherein

versions of files from a source server distinct from the
data in a file in the system may represent a digital message, a digital image, a video

r an audio signal, the content delivery method comprising:signal o
eterrnined using an

dete

MD5 functio

the particular file; and
rise to a request for the particular file, the request includin

n one of the

rrnining a name for a particular file, the name being d
n of the data, said data being the data which comprises the contents of

g at least the

articular file, providing the particular data file from a givename of the p
termined name.

servers of the network of servers, said providing being based on the de

109. (New) A method, in a network comprising a plurality of processors, some
functioning as servers and some of the processors functionin

r using a
of the processors g as
clients, wherein some processors in the network communicate with each othe

n the /,<\-j,‘;;,’L/I L’protocol, wherein a key is required to identify a file 0 uTCP/IP communication method
network and wherein ordinarily the key is a name or address for the file, the

comprising:

storing some files on a first server in the network and storing copies of some
of the files from the first server on a set of cache servers distinct from the first server;

for a particular file,

cache key for the file, the diffe

function MD5 of the data, wherei

contents of the particular file; and

quest for the particular file, the request including the
ausing the particular file to be provided to the client,

e may represent a digital message, a digital image, a

determining a different cache key from the ordinarily used
rent cache key being determined using a message

n said data used by the MD5 function comprises the

responsive to a client re

different cache key for the file, c

wherein the data in the fil

video signal or an audio signal.
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110. (New) A content delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of files

are distributed across a network of servers, wherein some processors in the network

communicate with each other using a TCP/IP communication protocol, the content

delivery method comprising:

for a particular file, the contents of said file representing a digital image,

determining a name for the particular file, wherein the name is determined using a

given function of the data which comprises the contents of the particular file; and
in response to a request for the particular file, the request including at least the

name of the particular file, providing the particular file from a given one of the servers

of the network of servers.

1 l 1. (New) A content delivery method comprising:

causing a plurality of files to be distributed across a network of servers, at

least some of the files being cached versions of files from a source server,

for a particular file, determining a name, the name being determined using a

given function of the data, said data used by said function being data which comprises
the contents of the particular file; and

in response to a request for the particular file, the request including at least the

name of the particular file, causing the particular file to be provided from a given one

of the servers of the network of servers.

112. (New) A content delivery method, in a system in which a plurality of files

are distributed across a network of servers, at least some of the files being cached

versions of files from a source server, the content delivery method comprising:

determining a name for a particular file, the name being determined using a

given function of the data which comprises the contents of the particular file; and
in response to a request for the particular file, the request including at least the

name of the particular file, providing the particular file from a given one of the servers

of the network of servers,

wherein the contents of the particular file may represent a digital message, a

digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.
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1 13. (New) A method, in a network comprising a plurality of processors, some

of the processors functioning as servers and some of the processors functioning as
clients, wherein some processors in the network communicate with each other using a
TCP/IP communication protocol, wherein a key is required to identify a file on the
network and wherein ordinarily the key is a name or address for the file, the method

comprising:

storing some files on a first server in the network and storing copies of some
of the files from the first server on a set of cache servers distinct from the first server;

for a particular file, determining a different cache key from the ordinarily used
cache key for the file, the different cache key being determined using a message
function MD5 of the data, wherein said data comprises the contents of the particular ‘ _
file; and , 5

responsive to a client request for the particular file, the request including the
different cache key for the file, causing the particular file to be provided to the client,

wherein the contents of the file may represent: a page in memory, a digital

message, a digital image, a video signal or an audio signal.

114. (New) A content delivery method comprising:

distributing a set of files from a first server across a network of servers distinct
from the first server;

applying an MD5 function to the contents of a particular file to obtain a True
Name for the file;

in response to a request for the particularfile, the request including at least the
True Name of the particular file, causing the particular file to be provided from a

given one of the servers of the network of servers, wherein the request for the
particular file is resolved based on a measure of availability of at least one of the
servers.

115. (New) A method as in claim 114 wherein the measure of availability for a
server is based on at least one of:

(a) a measurement of bandwidth to the server;

(b) a measurement of a cost of a connection to the server, and
(c) a measurement of reliability of a connection to the server.
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1 16. (New) A content delivery method comprising:

distributing a plurality of files across a network of servers, at least some of the

files being cached versions of files from a source server distinct from the servers in
the network;

for a particular file, determining a True Name using a given function of the
data which comprises the contents of the particular file;

obtaining a request for the particular file, the request including at least the

True Name of the particular file; and

responsive to the request, causing the particular file to be provided from one of
the servers of the network of servers.

117. (New) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of files across a network of servers;

for a particular file having a contextual name specifying a location in the
network at which the file may be located, determining another name for the particular

file, the other name including a data identifier determined using a given function of
the data, where said data used by the given function comprises the contents of the

particular file;

obtaining a request for the particular file, the request including the contextual

name and the other name of the particular file,

responsive to the request, providing the particular file from one of the servers
of the network of servers, said providing being based on the other name of the

particular item.
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1 18. (New) A content delivery method, comprising:

distributing a set of files across a network of servers;

for a particular file representing a digital image, the file having a contextual
ion in the network at which the file may be located,

for the particular file, the other name including a True
name specifying a locat

determining another name

Name for the file which was determined using a message digest function of the data,

where said data used by the

file;

given function comprises the contents of the particular

obtaining a request for the particular file, the request including the contextual
name and the True Name of the particular file; and

iding the particular file from one of the servers

g based on the True Name of the
responsive to the request, prov

of the network of servers, said providing bein
;

particular item.

119. (New) A method comprising:

applying an MD5 function to the contents of an image file containing data
representing a digital image to obtain a True Name for the file;

distributing copies of the image file from a first server across a network of
servers distinct from the first server;

obtaining a request for the image file, the request including at least the True
Name of the file; and

responsive to the request, causing a copy of the image file to be provided from
one of the servers of the network of servers.

120. (New) A method as in claim 54 wherein said data identifier forsaid A}. ,

particular data file, as determined using said given function, will change when the
particular data file is modified.

30l87236v2
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Appln. No 091283160 Group Art Unit: 2771
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(By Attorney} V’
Re Double-Pats.-nting Reiection

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington. D C. 20231

Sir: /
The undersigned petitioner. an attorney of record. is hereby acting for the undernamed entities

which are jointly the 100% owl-{$1 of all rights. title and interests in and to the subject application:
1. [:1 by virtue of being the inventorls) and having not assigned this application
2. K1 as shown by the Assignment recorded 10/5/2000 on Real 011233 at Frame Q_1_6;4_-

(date)

3. [:1 as shown by the attached gm; of the Assignment filed for records! on
(date)
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in making the above disclaimer‘ petitioner does not disclaim the terminal part of any patent

granted on the instant application that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term as

defined in 35 U.S.C. 154 to 158 and 173 of the patent in line numbered 5 or6 above. as presently

shortened by any terminal disclaimer, of the abovelisted patent in the event that it later". expires for failure

to pay a maintenance fee, is held unenforceable, is found invalid by a court of competentjurisdiction, is

statutorily disclaimea in whole or terminally clisclairned under 37 CFR 1.321, has all claims canceled by a

reexamination certificate, IS reissued, or is otherwise terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory
term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own Knowledge are true and that all

statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were

made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both‘ under Section 1001 of Trtle ‘I8 of the United States Code and that suizih willful false

statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

Entities: Digital Island, Inc. and

Kinetech I c.

Atty. Sig.

 
Name: Brian Siritzky

Reg. No.: 37497

Date: October 9, 2001

 

 

' Attorney and client: Please note on that other file and also this appln. file not to assign either
separately in view of this disclaimer

>14 Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) is enclosed.

FRY-135311155
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Group Art Unit 2771
Inventor(5); Farberet air Examiner. I-iomere. Jean
Appin. No.: 09 283,160 Atty. Dkt. P 252465 TrueNamesSeries cm »r Serial No.1‘ in Client Ref

Fiiedz April 1, 1999 Appin. Titie; IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING
- DATA IN A NETWORK USING

UV‘;’;'mCn‘;'E,'2'5§?3'§'0‘§3':ate"‘s IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED on' CONTENTS OF DATA

Sir‘
REPLYIAMENDMENTILETTER Date: October 9. 2001

This is a reply/amendment/letter in the above-identified application and includes the herewith attachment of same date and subject
which is incorporated hereinto by reference and the signature below is treated as the signature to the attachment in absence of a
signature thereto

FEE REQUIREMEN 8 FOR C 3 AS A ENDED

 
1. Sinai: Entity claim
A M11 made “"3 3 9. Claims nignestnumner Present Em Largersmaii Entity Auaiuonai Fee Code
E El withdrawn 3°‘ 339% remaining after previnusiy paid tor Fee
C. E] made neruwiin ePap” amendntern Lysrn
D [I] made previousty (P3535) f

2- Total EWECUVB Cialms X 518/$9 = E
3 Indeenoent Ciaims n_at 58412542 = 102/303

4 If amendment enters mm muitipie dependent cIaim(s) into this application forfigttime leave _ if this is a reissue —- Iication .. . ....................... ....... add + $20I$10 = + $0 1U4I204
5. Qrigingl due Date: [ 
6 Petition is hreby made to extend the onginai due (1 mo) $110/$55 =
date to coverthe date this response is flied for which the (2 mos) $4DOI$200 =
requisite fee is attached (3 mos) $920/$460 =

 
 

  

  
 

+
{BQ

 
 

  
 

 

(Usable gri_iy_,for 5 2rno.OA - -~4 mos) $1.440/S720=
(Usable Qn_i1for 30 day/1mo.0A- - - 5 mos) $1.960/$980=

7. Enter any grevious extension fee gaid since above original due date and gu_b_g_§_r;t_ - $0 g
6. Extension Fee AttachedM
9. If Terminal Disclaimer attached Ruie 20 ct officiai fee ................................. ..

10. if IDS attached requires Officiel Fee under Rule 97 (c). .. . . add + $130 :26orif Rule 97 d Re uest ___________________________________________________ .. aaci man *2‘

11. After-Final Reguest Fee ger ruies '|29[_§Land 17(r) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. + $740/370 + $0 1461246
, 12. No. of additional inventions for examination per Rule 1290:) ...................... .. x $740I370 ea + $0 149/349
. 13. Rguestfor Continued Examination IRCEI 1- $740/370 + $0 1179/1279

14. Petition fee for . .. .. .... .. . . .. +$0 I
15. TOTAL FEEE-N8i=$€rEi3 =

I6. "II ui: entry in this space la re... mun entry in 11:14‘. apart-=. me "Present Extra” result is '0" Aru"I7ru; gigs!)I7. "If the "Highest numtacr prrvrously paid tint‘ in min spam: i: In: than 20, wrtu: "20" In this span:
18 "'It'thc “Highest nuinber prcviomiy paid for" in mi: :p..5c i: Is: that 3, write '3" at this apiece

Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975)
(Our Order No. 018404 | 0000003cs Ms

 'The coirmssianeris neseoy aumonzed to ciiaioe any ieespecrrroaiiy aurnnrizizo nereaner. orariy mrssmg onnsuriicient Ieeist lien. or asserted in be
tired. orwnicti snnuiit have been filed herewith oroonoernm any paper filed nsreatiiar. and which may be required under Rules 16-18 now or
nereurter ratafivu to this application and the resulting Orfciai Document under Ruie 20. orcreoir any overpayment to ourAmounungIordsr Nos shown above, totwmch purpose a
gimgmg copy oi this sheet 5 attached,
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‘ ’°"" so, file Notice of - - - ais searatei

 
Ptllsbttry Winthrop LLP

1600 Tysons Bouievard 1 Reg, No. 3749?McLean. VA 22102

Tel: (703) 905-2000 Fax: (703) 905-2500
Tei. (703) 905-2185
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1  fii?l1=
IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

, re PATENT APPLICATION of ; F,
O‘ o\ 909/];

Q90 §’\»% (\,.fi%BER ET AL. : Group Art Unit: 2177 00¢ 1 3d
B6 1 9?: No - 09/283 160 Examiner‘ I-IOMERE J r"°hna/o 0 2007

°°\ . .. , . , . gy C9023‘
‘\ .

“°’ 1‘ Filed: April 1, 1999 EXPEDITED
I EXAMINA TION

11I

IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN NETWORK
USING IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BAsED ON

‘ CONTENTS OF DATA (As Amended)
October 10, 2001

1; For:

-k:kic-I:-kit

SUPPLEMENTAL AMENDMENT

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
‘‘ And Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231
l .

1 Sir:

Please amend this application as follows:

IN THE CLAIMS:

Please cane/1claims 107, 108, and 110-119.

IN THE SPECIFICATION:

‘J Please amend the specification as follows:

At page 7, replace the paragraph at lines 31-33 with:

FIGURES 1(a) and 1(b) depict a typical data

processing system in which a preferred embodiment of

® the present invention operates;
 

. ‘*1
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1,‘ APPLICATION of Farbex t al., No.: 08/960,079z
11

An embodiment of the present invention is now

described with reference to a typical data processing

system 100, which, with reference to FIGURES 1(a) and

CD l(b), includes one or more processors (or computers)
102 and various storage devices 104 conneczed in some

way, for example by a bus 106.

 

At page 30, replace the paragraph at lines 7-13 with:

This mechanism allows a processor to locate a

file or data item from a remote source of True Files,

when a specific source is unknown or unavailable. A

CDE5 client processor system may ask one of several or many
sources whether it can supply a data object with a

given True Name. The steps to perform this mechanism

are as follows (with reference to FIGURES 16(a) and

l6(b)).

/_' ’;\\
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1 3
APPLICATION of Farbe; .; al., No.: 08/960,079

At page 31, replace the paragraph at lines 15-22 with:

This mechanism is used when a True Name is

known and a locally accessible copy of the

corresponding file or data item is required. This

mechanism makes it possible to actually read the data

fl)z{ in a True File. The mechanism takes a True Name and
returns when there is a local, accessible copy of the

Tru Fil in the Tru Fil r gistry 126. This

mechanism is described here with reference to the flow

chart of FIGURES 17(a) and l7(b).
 

...—"">

‘ At page 32, replace the paragraph at lines 16-28 With:~..___a
 

A scratch copy of a file is required when a file

:E)t> is being created or is about to be modified. The
scratch copy is stored in the file system of the

underlying operating system. The scratch copy is

eventually assimilated when the audit file record

entry 146 is processed by the Process Audit File Entry

primitive mechanism. This Create Scratch File

mechanism requires a local directory extensions table

entry record 138. When it succeeds, the local

directory extensions table entry record 138 contains

the scratch file ID of a scratch file that is not

contained in the True File registry 126 and that may

be modified. This mechanism is now described with

reference to FIGURES 18(a) and 18(b).

______________________________________________________________________h______
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APPLICATION of Farbe 12 al., No.: 08/960,079

At page 33, lines 30-3 6, replace the paragraph with:
 

This mechanism freezes a directory in order to

calculate its True Name. Since the True Name of a

directory is a function of the files within the

directory, they must not change during the computation

This mechanism

This

of the True Name of the directory.

requires the pathname of a directory to freeze.

mechanism is described with reference to FIGURES l9(a)

and l9(b). ,
 

/2

‘/At page 38, replace the paragraph at lines 10-20 with: 
A mechanism to open a file is described with

reference to FIGURES 26(a) and 26(b). This mechanism

is given as input a pathname and the type of access

read, write,required for the file (for example,

read/write, create, etc.) and produces either the File

ID of the file to be opened or an indication that no

file should be opened. The local directory extensions

table record 138 and region table record 142

associated with the opened file are associated with

the open file for later use in other processing

functions which refer to the file, such as read,

write, and close.

RACK4002
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APPLICATION of Farbex

___,__.§;

1 al., No.: O8/960.079

At page 41, replace the paragraph at lines 15-16 with:

The process of deleting a file,

pathname,

27(a) and 27(b).

for a given

is described here with reference to FIGURES

V, _/1
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APPLICATION of Farbe- -t al., No.: 08/960,079

REMARKS

By this Amendment, claims 107, 108 and 110-119 have been canceled without

prejudice or disclaimer of their subject matter. The Specification has also been amended.

When formal drawings were prepared for this case, Figures 1, 16-19, 26 and 27, originally

each on one page, had each to be split over two pages. The formal drawings are being filed

herewith, along with a Drawing Change Authorization Request. The specification has been

amended to change the numbering of the figures accordingly. Specifically, the Specification

has been amended as follows:

Page 7, line 31, change “FIGURE 1” to --FIGURES 1(a) and 1(b)--.

Page 8, line 9, change “FIGURE 1” to --FIGURES 1(a) and 1(b)--.

Page 30, line 13, change “FIGURE 16” to --FIGURES 16(a) and 16(b)—-.

Page 31, line 22, change “FIGURE 17” to --FIGURES 17(a) and 17(b)--.

Page 32, line 28, change “FIGURE 18” to --FIGURES 18(a) and 18(b)--.

Page 33, line 28, change “FIGURE 19” to --FIGURES 19(a) and 19(b)--.

Page 38, line 11, change “FIGURE 26” to --FIGURES 26(a) and 26(b)--.

Page 41, line 16, change “FIGURE 27” to --FIGURES 27(a) and 27(b)--.

No new matter has been added by these amendments, and approval of these

amendments is respectfully requested.

 

Respectfully submitted,

,  3 I 12%  
Brian Siritzky g
Reg. No. 37497
Tel. No.: (703) 905-2185
Fax No.2 (703) 905-2500

1600 Tysons Boulevard,
McLean, Virginia 22102
(703)905-2000

6
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APPLICATION of Farbc; at al., No.: 08/960,079

Appendix showing marked up changes to specification:

Page 7, lines 31-33:

[FIGURE 1 depicts] Figures 1(a) and 1(b) depict a

typical data processing system in which a preferred

embodiment of the present invention operates;

Page 8, lines 7-12:

An embodiment of the present invention is now

described with reference to a typical data processing

system 100, which, with reference to [FIGURE 1]

FIGURES 1(a) and 1(b), includes one or more processors

(or computers) 102 and various storage devices 104

connected in some way, for example by a bus 106.

Page 30, lines 7-13:

This mechanism allows a processor to locate a

file or data item from a remote source of True Files,

when a specific source is unknown or unavailable. A

client processor system may ask one of several or many

sources whether it can supply a data object with a

given True Name. The steps to perform this mechanism

are as follows (with reference to [FIGURE 16] FIGURES

16(a) and l6(b)).
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APPLICATION of Farbe. J 211., No.: 08/960,079

At page 31, replace the paragraph at lines 15-22 with:

This mechanism is used when a True Name is known

and a locally accessible copy of the corresponding

file or data item is required. This mechanism makes

it possible to actually read the data in a True File.

The mechanism takes a True Name and returns when there

is a local, accessible copy of the True File in the

True File registry 126. This mechanism is described

here with reference to the flow chart of [FIGURE 171

FIGURES 17(a) and l7(b).

At page 32, replace the paragraph at lines 16-28 with:

A scratch copy of a file is required when a file

is being created or is about to be modified. The

scratch copy is stored in the file system of the

underlying operating system. The scratch copy is

eventually assimilated when the audit file record

entry 146 is processed by the Process Audit File Entry

primitive mechanism. This Create Scratch File

mechanism requires a local directory extensions table

entry record 138. When it succeeds, the local

directory extensions table entry record 138 contains

the scratch file ID of a scratch file that is not

contained in the True File registry 126 and that may

be modified. This mechanism is now described with

reference to [FIGURE 18] FIGURES 18(a) and 18(b).
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APPLICATION of Farbe. ct 511., N0.: 08/960,079

At page 33, lines 30-36, replace the paragraph with:

This mechanism freezes a directory in order to

calculate its True Name. Since the True Name of a

directory is a function of the files within the

directory, they must not change during the computation

of the True Name of the directory. This mechanism

requires the pathname of a directory to freeze. This

mechanism is described with reference to [FIGURE 19]

FIGURES l9(a) and 19(b).

At page 38, replace the paragraph at lines 10-20 with:

A mechanism to open a file is described with

reference to [FIGURE 26] FIGURES 26(a) and 26(b).

This mechanism is given as input a pathname and the

type of access required for the file (for example,

read, write, read/write, create, etc.) and produces

either the File ID of the file to be opened or an

indication that no file should be opened. The local

directory extensions table record l38 and region table

record 142 associated with the opened file are

associated with the open file for later use in other

processing functions which refer to the file, such as

read, write, and close.

At page 41, replace the paragraph at lines 15-16 with:

The process of deleting a file, for a given

pathname, is described here with reference to [FIGURE

27] FIGURES 27(a) and 27(b).

T‘
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Oct-09-2001 14:40 Frum-P|LLSBUR' ‘|SON T-YE? P.001/004 F-111
FROM

Intellectual Property Group of
Pillsbury Winthrop LLP

Attorneys at Law
1600 zysons Boulevard

Mclean, VA 22102
Tel: (703) 9052000

Telephone:

Our Fncaizrtile #: (703) 905-2500

FACSDHLE IRANSHSSION

TO: UNITE? STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FACSIMILE #: (703) 7467239

No. Pages (Including this page) 4 Fax Op;-:

1': you Do NOT RECEIVE creamy ALI. PAGES. PLEASE courr or US IMAEDIATE-‘LY
By Telephone L‘: (7031 905-2185 (local)

or (703) 905-2D00(1oca.'L) I

->->-> USPT0: '

ABOVE B! F/MING 'l‘.HIS PAGE BACK TO ONE OF‘ OUR FACSIMILE‘
NUMBERS STATED ABOVE

PLEASE ACKNOWLED¢E CLEAR RECEIPT OF‘ ALL PAGES INDICATED 
In re PATENT APPLICATION of

 

I/:vem:o.r(.~3) Farber et al Group Arc Unit: 2771
Appln. No. 09/283,160 Examiner: HOMBRE.‘

series code T T sericzl no;
Filed: April 1, 1999 Atty. Dkt. PM 252465

M1?
TITLE: IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING Date; October 9, 200.1

DATA IN A NETWORK USING
IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED
ON CONTENTS OE‘ DATA

Name or type of .-.-ighed paper bemg cransmzczzecz:
Terminal Disciaimer by Attorney of Rflcord

' MESSAGE:
Examiner Homere, here's the Tenumal Disclaimer along with an authorization to
charge the appropriate fee. Th5u}k5,

Brian Siritzky ‘I1 .

kin... W 5
URGENT EXAMINER HOMERE URGENT

‘+03-3me.t+a  
O1‘ LAN(ATTN: Anry/Sa;::. . T.rn::.~.u:.z..: oniy one papa; !l.é.£‘EiI..I.Ih. F0: paper: no: iccepzanie Dy £.=.~_ «sue: hack 5.1. -'

Form: D.1.:t'C!.'a!.'y PAT-285 R-.-ax. Do not 4'11: a:'.éga.~m.1a nu: Macon mew in our file: £1»-ft :J.GKc‘) with
tnis sheer ana zaac 5939191‘ on top. Do A79? send me Dflglfiilfi not a confirmation copy to the PTO.)

CERTIFICAIE OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
I hereby certify that this p pe is be g faC‘S.‘I.mJ..Lé' transmitted to the Patem:

 

 
and Trademark Office on the date shown . ow.

Name Brian Szrzczicy Sig. Date October 9. 2001

007018/0252-$65
C57 / M3?

951-286 7/ 99
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From-PILLSBURY1 UN T-75? P.UlJ1/U04 F-111FROM
Intellectual Property Group of

Pillsbury Winthrop LLP
Attorneys at Law

1600 lyaons Boulevard
McLean, VA 22102

Tel.’ (703) 905-2000
Telephone:

flat-U9-2001 14:49

011.! E":C‘.9.LI!l.L.lE’ f: (703) 905"-2-500

FACSDHLE TRABLEIISSION

TO: UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 FACSIMILE #: (703) 7467239

No. Pages (Including tins page} 4 FAX 0.0:‘:

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE c.:51g.r.1r ALI. PAGES, PLEASE.‘ CON!l'AC!z' US vmtzmr
By Telephone fig‘: (703)905-2185 (local)

or (703) 905-2000(.1aaa.'L)

->->-'.> USPTO:

PLEASE AC'KNOWL£'DC_£'_ CLEAR RECEIPT OF ALL PAGES INDICATED
ABOVE B! FAXING ‘I’!-JI3 PAGE BACK TO ONE‘ OF OUR FACSIMILE
NDM.'E‘£'RS STATED ABOVE 

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

 

 

Invenrons) Farmer er: .31 Group Arr Urur: 2771
Appln. No. 09/283,160 Examiner: HOMERE

serzes code T T sezzu-2.2 no;
Filed: April 1, 1999 Army. Dkt. PM 252465

Mi
TITLE: IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING Date: October 9, 2001

DATA IN A NETWORK USING
IDENTIFIER3 WHICH ARE BASED
ON CONTENTS OF DATA

Name or type of siglled paper bemg traasnxzccea:
Tezmlnal D.7.SCJ.E.'LD1r‘3Z' by Attorney of Rfitcord ‘

’ MESSAGE:

Examiner Homers, Here's the Termmal Dasclaamer along man an aucnorzzertzon co
charge the appropriate fee. Thanks,

Brian Siritzky ‘/1 .

Mo». v- fl
URGENT EXAMINER HOMERE URGENT

1103 30% em

(ATTN: Aflry/3c:¢.'.. TJ:.'I:.AlI.LE only gfi papa; me:eu.«.!.'/I. For paper: no: 3ccep£:t:la= by L‘.-4, ;‘=G mack 71:11; or LAN
Form: Dz:cc-rory PAT-256 Rca:- Du nu: £11: a¢'a.ga':taJ.-x we téolvn men m cm: his (left: nae) wzcn
rnis sneer ena zax :ecezp1' on top. Do 1_vg2_' send me orJ.g1n345 not a con:‘zmsr4on copy to me PTO.)

CERTIFICJWE OF FACSIMILE !."RAN£M.ISSIDN
I hereby certify that :hi5 p pe is be‘ g faCS.7.m.7..1.e transmitted to the Patent

and Trademark office on the date shown [W
00701 B/0252-E165

C1! / M1?

 

 
’ OW.
‘ ' .

Name Brian 51:.1::zKy 5.7.9. / \"" Dace October 9, 2001  

P1=.'l"286 7/99
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

Inventor(s)' Farber et at

PATENT

APPLICATION

Appln. No 09/283160
T serial no.

Group Art Unit: 2771
series code T

Filed: April 1, 1999 Examiner: Jean HOMERE

Title: IDENTLFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN A NETWORK USING IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED ON CONTENTS

OF DATA

TERMINAL DISCLAIM R _,

(By Attorney) "
Re Double-Patenting Rejection

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

Washington. D C. 20231
Sir:

The undersigned petitioner. an attorney of record. is hereby acting for the undernameo entities

which are jointly the 100% owners of all rights, title and interests in and to the subject application:

 

1. D by virtue of being the inventor(s) and having not assigned this application

2. E as shown by the Assignment recorded  on Rea-i 01‘l2_:§3 at Frame O_16_¢t_
(date)

3. [II as shown by the attached gm of the Assignment filed for recordal on

(date)

4. K and, if the assignor in thatAssignment is not the original owner (inventor(s)). the chain of
at Frame 0463title from the original owner to that Assignment as recorded on Reel 9873

Reel at Frame Reei —:

and hereby disclai t as provided below) the terminal'5§F6'l'—t'he statutory term of any patent

granted on the sobiect application, which would extend beyond the expiration date of the full statutory term

defined in 35 U.S.C. 154 to 156 and 173, as presently shortened (if at all) by any terminal disclaimer of:

5. Cl any patent granted in regard to U.S. Application No. 0 I filed

e. the earlier granted United States Patent No. 5,-srttfij *

to which said entities also have legal title. Petitioner hereby reserves the right to extend the term of the

A patent, which issues on this application. for regulatory delay or otherwise as the law allows Petitioner
hereby agrees that any patent so granted on the subject application shall be enforceable only for and

during such period that it and the patent in the above line numbered 5 or B are commonly owned This

agreement runs with any patent granted on the subiect application and is binding upon the grantee. its
successors or assigns.

at Frame  

 

7' i}*l'rl'.L?. )t'll.ilL3l.u'J(.'~i: «’J.i§-‘BEE

/,. .5.1’3.@‘:«‘ En’

0’3E‘r.\31t-Cl  
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Oct-09-2001 14:49 From-P|LLSBUR' WISON T-757 P.flfl3/B04 F-111

in making the above disclaimer, petitioner does not disclaim the terminal part of any patent

granted on the instant application that would extend to the expiration date of the full statutory term as
defined in 35 U.S.C. 154 to 156 and 173 of the patent in line numbered 5 or 6 above as presently

shortened by any terminal disclaimer. of the above—listed patent in the event that it later. expires for failure

to pay a maintenance fee, is held unenforceable, is found invalid by a court of competentjurisdiction, is

statutorily disclairned in whole or terminally disclaimed under 37 CFR 1.321, has all claims canceled by a
reexamination certificate, is reissued, or is otherwise terminated prior to the expiration of its full statutory

term as presently shortened by any terminal disclaimer

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own Knowledge are true and that all

statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were

made with the Knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or

imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United States Code and that such viiillful false
statements “nay jeopardize the validity of the application or any patent issued thereon.

Entities; Digital Island, Inc. and
Kinetech I c.

 
  

Atty. Sig.
Attorne fRecord‘

Name: Brian Siritzky

Reg. No.: 37497

Date: October 9, 2001

 

 

 

* Attorney and client: Please note on that other tile and also this appln. file not to assign either
separately in view of this disclaimer

K4 Terminal disclaimer fee under 37 CFR 1.20(d) is enclosed.

FAT-‘I355 ‘.1193
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“I H“. uu;u.|.I ulnll-Ur nu-III HIIIJ II\ru.I'|.tIrr\I\r\ all r rut. iuio—ni l‘Vl i o—isniiiuu
Group An Unit 2771

Inventor(s); Farber er al. Examiner. l-lomere. Jean
Appln. Nos. 09 283.160 Atty. Dkt. 9 252465 l TrueNarnes

Series Coda '1‘ Serial No. rr cum Rat
W

Filed: April 1, 1999 Appln. Title. IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING
Hon. Commissioner of Patents DATA ‘N A NETWORK USWG
Wamgmn‘ DC. 2023, IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED ONCONTENTS OF DATA

Sir
EPLYIAMENDMENTILETTER Date: October 9. 2001:l'!__.__.____:_.

This is a reply/amendment/letter in the above-identified application and includes the herewith attachment of same date and subject
which is incorporated hereinto by reference and the signature below is treated as the signature to the attachment in absence of a
signature thereto

FEE REOUIREMEN I 5 FOR CQIMS AS AMENDED

 
 

  

 
 

1. Small Eniinv claim

A a£0; made highest number Present Ema Laraalsrriall Entity Aotfmonai Fee code
E. El withdrawn pnwiousu paid tor FooC. D made herewith i.g!5rri
D B made previously 3

—imE I0x$18I$9= E31
3 lndeendent Claims jfiiilimilltlj x$84I$42 = W102
4. If amendment enters gm,Qe_r multiple dependent claimlsl into this application lorfi__rst V
time leaveI if this is a reiesue a lication .. . ......... ................. ...... .. add + $280/$140 = + $0 1
5. on inai due Date: lilninfj _ V
6 Petition is hereby made to extend the original clue (1 mo) 51101555
date to cover the date this response is filed for which the (2 mos) $400/$200 + $0
requisite fee is attached (3 mos) $920I$-$60 =

{Usable 9__r1ly_ior 5 2ino.OA - — - 4 mos) $1.440f$720=
(Usable o_nlyfor 30 clayI1mo.OA - - - 5 mos) $1 .960/$9B0=

7. Enter an revious extension tee Id since above orli . due date and Subtract flag
8. Extension Fee Attached mm
9. lfTeina| isclairner attached. add Rule 20 d oiliciai fee ................................. .. + $110/$55 mini

 
 

IDS attached requires Official Fee under Rule 97 (c).

14: Petitiofeefor __ .. .... .. . ..
15. TOTAL FEE-Eflfiiv.-GEES =
i6. ‘it the carry in tins spac: n 1:» man cnlry mum apum. Li1:"Pl’::'En!EAlm"I'1.'5n1lis *0" A1-L’Tma 1359
17'. "if the "Highest number prcvinusly para thr“ in this spat: i: in: than 20, writ: '20" in this spam:
is ‘"Ii'xhc "Hig,iics: number prcviomty pan! for“ in This >P«CC x> iris than 3, writ: *3" £11 mus apaccOur Deposit Account No. 03-3975)

(Our Order No. 018404 I 0000003CS Mi

  
lI}._{__._._

- The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any iaespecrfioaliy authorized riereatter. or any missing or insuificxentieelsi tiled, orassened to be
filed. or which should have been filer: neremm orconcarning any pooerlilotl iioresrier, arm which may be required uniierkules 16-16 now or
tlat'BBTit:ll‘ retaovu to ims application and ins resulnno Oificial Document under Rule 20. or ciedrrany overpayment to our Amounting/Order Nos shown above. tor which purpose a
mmmjg catty oi this sheet is attached.
This CHARGE STATEMENT g°_a£u2i_iim1llmz§ charge ofme figggjg unuuunluz an issue lee rransmmai sheet is Quay: 13 appeal deadline now? if
'"“"' so, file Notice of A - - ais searatel

  
 

Pillsbury Winthrop LLP
intellectual P p I Group

1600 Tysons Boulevard By Atty. ‘ ' ‘ ‘ Reg. No. 37497MCLEEII, VA 22102

Tel: (703) 905-2000 Sig. Fax: (703) 9052500Tel. (703) 905-2185

Attylsecz BSIBS
NOTE: File this cover sheet in duplicate with PTO receipt (PAT-103A) and attachments

30?27099_1 DOC PAT-120 i0IOl
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE -

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

FARBER ET AL. -. Group Art Unit: 2177

Appln. No.: 09/283,160 : Examiner: HOMBRE, J.
Rec “9

Filed: April 1, 1999 EXPEDITED 0 I ‘W90
EXAMINA TION ‘7 T 1 0 200,

Tschflalog
For: IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN NETWORK 0

USING IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED ON
CoNTENTs OF DATA (As Amended)

October 10, 2001-1: 9: 9: Sr ‘I: -J:

DRAWING CHANGE AUTHORIZATION REQUEST I

Honorable Commissioner of Patents
And Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

Submitted herewith are sixteen (16) sheets of proposed drawing corrections with the

changes thereto marked in red. When formal drawings were prepared for this case, Figures 1,

16-19, 26 and 27, originally each on one page, had each to be split over two pages. The only

changes made have been to the figure numbers (e.g., Figure 1 becomes Figures 1(a) and 1(b),

etc.). The specification is being amended by a Supplemental Amended filed herewith.
No new matter has been added by these drawing changes, and their approval is

respectfi1lly requested.

Respectfully submitted,

By

Reg. No. 37497
Tel. No.: (703)905-2185
Fax No.: (703) 905-2500

1600 Tysons Boulevard,
McLean, Virginia 22102

(703) 905-2000
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UNITED STATES DEV-AFITMENT OF COMMERCE

Unlted States Patent and Trademark Office
Address COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington, DC. 20231
 

 
DATE MAILED: 3%. ‘T?!

Please flnd below and/or attached an Offlce communication concernlng this appllcatlon or
proceedlng.

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

PTO-900 (Rev won) 1_ We copy
RACK-1 002
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 Application No.
09/283,160

e cover sheet with the correspondence address-

Notice of Allowability

-The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on th

All claims being allowable, PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSED in this application. if not included herewith
(or previously mailed], a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course.
THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at
the initiative of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.313 and MPEP 1308.

1. Z} This communication is responsive to the amendment filed on 10/10/2001 

2 The allowed cIaim(s) is/are 54-106 109 and 120L now renumbered as 1-55
are acceptable as formal drawings. 

3. éj The drawings filed on

4. I1 Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d).

a) I: All b) C$ome* c) Ifine of the:

‘I. 2 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2. 3 Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3. [1 Copies of the certified copies of the rlority documents have been received in this national stage

application from the International ureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
*Certified copies not received:

5 I: Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e).

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE “MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT
EXTENDABLE FOR SUBMITTING NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS, OR A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION. This three-month period
for complying with the REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL is extendable under 37 CFR 1.136(5).
6. [Q Note the attached EXAM|NER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF INFORMAL APPLICATION (PTO-152) which gives

reason(s) why the oath or declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

7. El Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS _

(a) :] including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) attached
1)Dhereto or 2) ]oPaperNo.

(b) & including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed Oct 10 2001 , which has been
approved by the examiner.

(c) C including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendmentlcomment or in the Office action of
Paper No.

Identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the drawings. The
drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal letter addressed to the Official Draftsperson.

8. 3 Note the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.
Any reply to this letter should Include, In the upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES CODE/SERIAL
NUMBER). If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER and DATE cf the
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE should also be included.

 

Attachment(s)
1 C Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 2 _ Notice of Informal Patent Application (PTO—152)
3 E Notice of Draftsperscn‘s Patent Drawing Review (PTO-948) 4 C Interview Summary (PTO-413), Paper No.
5 E Information Disclosure Statementts) (PTO-1449). Paper No(s). 9 I Examiners Amendment/Comment
7 Examiners Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological B Examiner's Statement of Reasons for AllowanceMaterial

9 3 Other y 'JEAN R. HOMERE
PRIMARY EXAMINER

ART UNIT 2177

U. 5 Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-37 (Rev. 01-01) Notice of Allowabillty Part of Paper No. 13RACK-1002
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UNITED STATES DEE-:u-tTMENT OF COMMERCE

Ki Patent and Trademark Office

I NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE

"T i“li'.-'31 f 1 l’il1'f.’3

PILLBBURY meniaun s auras
tnrELLEcTusL PRHPERTY senor
1130 NEW yous evsmus NM

mtnrn FLUOR East Tunas
aaahznsro DE 20005-3913

. APFUCATION NO. ' ‘ FILING ‘DATE’ ’ TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP ART UNIT DATE MAILED

aax2a3,1ga uaxuixea A Humaac, 4 = T ' iflffififfil

  :';:‘"Nc:nT°dF;qRQgR, ’ l_lEni2 i.'..3:‘i.<ii:-II 'l:.x:.~r‘rn «‘_=:s:-ah- == I ‘I "1 2».

mflfigggnfimtzrvrna were aaauesrxms pate IN NETNHRH mains 1nEmi1riaRs.wH:cH as
E eases om manicure or more

      .. msooc»<eT~o- -cuss-suscues wcH~o- - smmsmnwA
1.9‘ l-'-‘M... is-,’:...$.« “7i‘J‘.?~«o_.n:i;:;<.. t'.HjH;I t...l'.F }‘L.IT"'r' ‘fl-25:3: ‘M-a1aT:.{Zv:Ix till .-":2-.1'.':..«’1i‘i‘1é‘  

‘ THEAPPLICATION‘IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS ‘BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE ASA PA TENT.
EEOSECUTION ON THE MEfl[1§ § QL§ED.

THE ISSUE FEE MUST BE PAID WITHIN FROM THE MAILING DA TE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS
APPLICATION SHA‘LL»BE IREGARDEDAS ABANDONED. ~ H TA ~ T BY 10 ~ .' T ’ N ED..

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NOTICE:
I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

Ifthe SMALLENTITY is -shown as YES, verify your If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
current SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is changed, pay twice the amount of the
FEE DUE shown above and'not'rl‘y the Patent and ' A- Pay FEE DUE 5h°‘”“ ab°"°: °'
Trademark Office of the change in status, or

13. If the status is the same, pay the FEE DUE shown
above. B. File verified statement of Small Entity Status before. or with.

payment of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above.

*.,.,II. Part B-lssue Fee Transmittalshould be completed and returned to the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) with your
ISSUE FEE. Even if the lSSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account, Part B issue Fee Transmittal
should be completed and returned. if you are charging the ISSUE FEE to your deposit account, section "4b” of Part
B-‘Issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy of the form should be submitted.

ill. All communications-regarding this.applicati_on~must give application number and batch number.

Please direct all communications priy to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary. 
IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing anapplications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980-may require payment of

- maintenance fees. It is patentee-‘s responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance
fees when due.

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE COPY
PTOL-85 (REV. 16-96‘) Approved~tor use through 06/30/39. (0651-G033) RAC K_1 002

‘ E.1a9s.;i§.1.._9f_35.1 
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EXPEDITED

EXAMINA TION

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 1

In re PATENT APPLICATION of ,~\, Batch: Z99
Q irfié‘

FARBER et at. [my Group Art Unit: 2177
4’ I

Appln. No. 09/283,160 an’ .jExaminer: Homere, Jean R.
?)2>‘I-; . .» "xiétz

Filed: April 1, 1999

For: Identifying and Requesting Data In Network Using
Identifiers Which Are Based On Contents Of Data (As Amended)

***I|'*

November 21, 2001

COMMUNICATION REGARDING PRIORITY PRINTING

Hon. Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, D.C. 20231
 

Sir:

This case is on Accelerated Examination. Accordingly, pursuant to MPEP

§708.02 and §1309, it is respectfully submitted that this application be given top

priority for printing. The Issue Fee Transmittal and the issue fee check is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

Reg. _
Tel. No.2 (703) 905-2185
Fax No.: (703)905-2500

1600 Tysons Boulevard,

McLean, Virginia 22102 F W ,
(703) 905-2000 faffifi W9

30240558_l DOC
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

OFFICE OF PUBLICATIONS

In re PATENT APPLICATIO Q 1 Batch No.: Z99

FARBER et a1. Group Art Unit: 2177

Appln. No.: 09/283,160 » % Examiner: J. Homere
1‘ /

Filed: April 1, 1999 4» (A44-4"'~... »
Title: IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING DATA IN NETWORK USING IDENTIFIERS
WHICH ARE BASED ON CONTENTS OF DATA (As Amended)

November 21, 2001
*****

RE UEST FOR RETURN OF FORM PTO-1449 

I-Ion. Commissioner of Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

Sir:

A Form PTO-1449 was filed for this Application on April 1, 1999. Please send a

copy of the Form PTO-1449, With the Examiner's initials in the left column. A copy of the

Form PTO-1449 filed on April 1, 1999 is enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

 
BS/JPH:ksh

1600 Tysons Boulevard
McLean, VA 22102

(703) 905-2000

RACK-1002
30240749_1.DOC
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Atty. Client Ref. 

 

  
 

 
  

FORM PTO-1449 (modified)

To: U.:S. Department of Commerce
(PM&S FORM PAT-1449)

Patent and Trademark Office

 
 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT Applicanti FARBER ethal. 4

BY APPLICANT
Appln. No.1 R.53(B)(1) Div. of 08/960,079

Filing Date: April 1, 1999

Group Art unit: 2776 
Date: April 1, 999 Page 
 

u.s. DOCUMENTS
Examiner's Document Date Name Class Sub Filing Date
Initials MM/YYYY (Family Name of First Inventor) C1355 (ilaporupriatel l
—BARNES
‘E39
-0

E13 5,202,982_ T 3 .
—5,208,858 05/1993 - 2 -
_

 
  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

D
-9
— 
_ 
-9
_
:m 
E39!

OREANT DOCUMENTS
|nventorName Class SubClass

 

 
 

 

 

  

 

Sakti Pramanik et al.. Mult
63-74

Murlidhar Koushik. Dynamic Hashing
Organization with Good Insertion Perfo

  
with Distributed Overflow Space: A File’

rmance, 1993, Info. Sys., Vol. 18, No. 5, pp.

Yuliang
of Output (Extended Abstract), pp. 83
Chris Charnes and Josef Pieprzky, Linear Nonequivalence versu

 

   s Nonlinearity.
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Client Ref.
  FORM PTO-1449 (modified)

To: U._S. Department of Commerce
(PM&S FORM PAT-1449)

Patent and Trademark Office

 
 

252465 —
Applicant: FARBER et al. "

Appln. No.2 R.53(B)(1) Div. of 08/960,079

Filing Date: April 1, 1999

Group Art Unit: 2776
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United Shaina Patent and Trademark Office)Address: COMZMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKSWashington, D.C. 20231www.uspu').guv

APPLICATION FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.
09/283,160 04/OI/1999 DAVID A. FARBER PM252465 9574

HOMERE, JEAN RAYMOND

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
2177

DATE MAIl.ED:01/25/2002

7590 01/25/2002

PILLSBURY MADISON & SUTRO
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.
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Z3/5’ /9,0 UNITED STATES PARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TFIADEMARKS

Washington, D.C. 20231

APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIFIST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. H

 

r -1

DATE MAILED:

Please find below and/or attached an Office communlcatlon concerning thls appllcatlon or
proceedlng.

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
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Jan-31-2002 I1 :IU From-PILLS {VINTHRUP T-D83 P.UUI
FROM

Iatelleccual Property Group of
Pillsbuzy Winthrop LLP

Attorneys at Law
1600 tlysons Boulevard

McLean, VA 22102

Telephone : (703) 905-2000

our Facsimile 1?: (703) 905-2500

gacsnazs Tmnsarrssrau

To: UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FACSIMILE #: 170.?) 745-7239 

No. Pages rrnoluazng :11.-Ls page) 12 FAX Opr: Erzarz Sun. czk 15

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE CLEARLY ALL PAGES, PEASE CONTACT US IIKMEDIAIFIY
By Telephoma £1‘: (703)905-2185 (local)

or (703) 905—2000(local)

->->-> USPTO :

PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE’ CLEAR RECEIPT OF ALL PAGES‘ INDICATED
ABOVE BY FAXING THIS PAGE BACK TO ONE OF OUR FACSIMILE
NUMBERS STATE? ABOVE 

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

 Invancoxrm) Farber at 51 Group At: Unit: 2177
Appun. No. 09/283,160 Examiner: Homere, .7.

series code 7 T seruzl no.

Filed: April 1, 1999 Atty. Dkt. PM 252465
Ma?

TITLE’: IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING Date: January 31, 2002DATA IN NETWORK USING
FDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED
ON CONTENTS OF DATA

 
Name or type of _51.gn-‘ed paper being transmitted:Response

U R G E N T

Please oaJ..:.ver rms fax to Primary Exauuner HOMERE as soon as po::s1b1e._,——-'—#"'_.:-?‘—“"

MESSAGE:
U R G E N T!.'

Examiner Homers,

A: promiséd, .'Je.ra's ans Pom I449 mph we class/subclass fined 21:. I've also
prowaed a copy o the 15: 2 pages of the parent parent: and a formal response to
your last: z_"o1runu2" am’ 1. Please Call me if anyczung else 13 needed.
Thanks, ‘

Bri.-:u: siirirzky _
(ATTN: Atty/5uC.: :1".r..mf'm.u: only _o_1_1_e page: hare:/1:11. For papers no; _,;_-._~up:,p1a by :5», 3.39 53¢,-; flue 5,; LAN
Poms mraotory EAT-23: Razz. 130 no; 121:‘ onairlals out fusféfl menu in out his Herr side) wzzn
rzus sneer and fax recap: on :09. Do NOT sent: me o.r.1g.z.n.a1.-1 nor a conf.1._rmauon copy ca :11: MO 1

CERTIFICATE OF FA.C5‘.‘DlILE‘ IRANSMISSION

1' !1="-V905’ G94-“nfy ma: ems p r .13 being facszmle Cz'.=In.~:m1tt:"d to we Parent:and Trademark Offzce on 1:112 date show low.
 

  
 

Name Brian Sir-Itzxv V .919. Date 1/31/2002 

 007105/025 65
C1? / M11‘

PAT-286 7/93
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Jan-31-2002 11:10 Frum-PILLS NINTHROP 1'-use p,ngz/mg p.332

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

FARBER at ac‘. Group An Unit: 2177

Examiner: Homete, Jean R.

Appln. No. 09/283,160

Filed: April :, 1999 EXPEDITED
EXAMINA TION

For: lnrwrumna AND Rmussrmc DATA IN NETWORK Usmc
IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE BASED ON CONTENTS OF DATA (As Amended)

vfiran-at

January 31, 2002

RESPONSE To COMMUNICATION
OF 01/25/2002

Hon. Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

Applicant thanks Primary Examiner Homere for the courtesy extended during

the telephone call with Brian Si;-itzlqr on January 30, 2002.

Submitted herewith are copies of the form PTO-1449 (three pages) that was

submitted upon the filing of this application. As promised, Applicant has edited this

form to include the class and subclass for each cited U.S. patent. In addition, the

following changes were made to the forms:

0 applicant corrected two spelling errors in the other references (WR on

page 1 & TR on page 2);

- three duplicate citations have been struck out (MR on pg. 1, BR and DR on

P8- 3)

- two citations (JR and LR ) on page 2 were corrected.

All of the references listed on these three pages of the Form 1449 were of

record (cited by Applicant or the PTO) in the parent ofthis application (Appln. No.

Received from< >at1{31lfl211:13:43AWI[Eastem standard Time]
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Application of Farber et al, No. 09/283,160

08/960,079, now U.S. Pat. No. 5,978,791) and are listed on the face of the 791 patent

that issued from the parent. (A copy ofthe first two pages of the "791 patent is also
enclosed)

Applicant also includes a copy ofthe request for filing of this application and

refers, in pauticttlar. to item 12, on page 3, which states:

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Attached is Form PTO-1449 listing all of the
documents cited by Applicant and the PTO in the parent appIu:atlan(s) relied upon under 35
USC 120 and referenced in item 9 above. Per Rule 9B(d) copies of those documents are 1191
rgulred now. Please consider those documents and alga; mat tney have been considered In
tl_1is [lgfl application as by returning a copy at the enclosed Form PTO—1449 with the Examiners
initials in the left column per MPEP 609. .

Applicants respectfully submit that in view oftheir compliance with 37 C.I5.R.

§ 1.98(d), copies of the references cited in the PTO-1449 forms are not required to be
provided to the Patent Office.

Please consider the documents cited on the enclosed Form 1449 (3 pages) and

advise that they have been considered in this application as by returning to the

undersigned (by facsimile please) a copy ofthe enclosed Forms PT0-1449 with the

Examiner's initials in the left column per MPEP 609.

The Examiner is respecttlilly reminded that this application is under expedited

 

examination.

Respectfully submitted.

PILLSBUR WINTHROP. LLP

Reg. No. 37497
Tel. No.: (703) 905-2185
Fax No.: (703) 905-2500

1600 Tysons Boulevard,
McLean, Virginia 22102
(703) 905-2000
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 I win-q a Iv I - ad \ii-um----i;

To: us. Department of Cnmmerce
(PM&S FORM PAT-1449)

Patent and Traaemaric Offioe

 Applicant FARBER et al.

Appln. No; R.53(B)(1) DIV. of 031950.079
Film Dans. ‘ M1. 1999

GroupArr unit 2775 1, _

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
BY APPLICANT  
 
 

  

 
 

Date: Aril 1. 1999 _ Page of

  

 

lnitia|s' -Number MM/YYYY—AR -1939E§!—Efi‘_
_B3 E—@_
_EEE—i_
-13%!
5.203.853 MIT
_ E
-53! T
— ~ nr.-em—
‘HE
wxaca
HOWELL E1
011995 C NON EEK
—l'i'i'EI —
_E _

  
 

 

  
  

 

 Bert dem Boer at al.. Collisions for the comresision function of M05. - ~ 292-304

Salsti Pramanik at al., Multi-Diractnry Hashing, 1993, lnia sys., vol. 18, No. 1, pp.63-74

Munidhar Kaushik. Dynamic Hashing with Distributed Overflow Space A File
Organization with Good lnsanion Performance. 1993. Info. Sys .vol 18. No. 5. pp.

  
 
 
 

Witold Litwln el al., LH'-Linear Hashing for Distributed F1195, HP Labs Tech. Report
No HPL-93-21. June 1993, co 1-22

’ Yuliang Zheng ei ai., HAVAL - A One—Way Hashing Algorithm with Variable LengthOfOu ut Extended Abstract -- 83-105

Chris Charnes and Josef Pieprzky. Linear Nonaquivalance versus Nonlineanty.
Piel7J< . - .164

  

  
 

 

   
Date Considered:

Inilial if citation considered. wnazher or not citation is in conformance with MPEP § 609. Draw line mrougn citation if not
in conformance and not considered include on - of this form with next communication to A - icant
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Jan-31-ZDDZ 11:11 From-PILL.’ WINTHRDP T-D83 P.UUE/U12 F-E32
PVRM F’ I K!‘ PP?! (lllUUIflE\-U ' ""“"* "‘”
Ta: 1.: S. Department 01 Commerce
(PMES FORM PAT-'14-49}

Patent and Traaemant Office

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT Applicant: FARBER eta!
BY APPLICANT

Appln. No.2 R.53(E)(‘1) DIV. of 03/950,079

Dat n|1.1999
us. PATENT DOCUMENTS
Examuners Document Date Name
mit:aIs" Number NYYY Famil Namaof Firstlnventor

AR 3 6681547 1992 EVANGELISTI
.215 402 0711980 MITCHELL

4 290 105 1981
- 376 299 3/1983 RIVEST

405.329 /1983 RIVEST
512,265 0 ‘I983 NECHES

414.624 SUMMER. JR
FLETCHER

BENHASE
_577 293 MATICK

4.642 793
4 691299 09/1937 RIVEST
4 725 945 0211988 KRONSTADT

__ 09/1983 ZAMORA

2E

CR 111111
JR
KR
LR 4-.u_4-Ln -‘J*‘i..,gu82'2;IDmu:

F REIGN PATENT DOGUME TS

Document Date Country InventorName Class Sunciass
Numbr MM/YYYY

mm

c _-3 i I s urerAu or Tme Perie Date Pertinent Pae etc.'.
Vxfiwold Lutwun eta1., Linear Hashing for Distrupuned Fnes. ACM SIGMOD. May 19

g-Lung Lo et al.. on Optimal Processor Atlocation to Support Pipelineu Hasn
Joins ACM SIGMDD. 3- 69-78 Ma 1993

‘vviuiam Perrizo et al.. Dismbuted Jam Processing Performance Evaluat-on. Twenty-Seventh Hawaii Intemaronal conference on 8 team Sc:ences_ vol. II. _.o 236-244

ai Memo tabase S stems. ACM. V01. 3 1989. -- 109-113-3way Kumar, A Concurrency Control Mechanism Based on Extendibte Hasmng for
AAR Birgit Pfnzman, Sorting out Signature schemes. November 1993, 1“ conf.

Comuter 8. Comm. Security '93. . 74-B5
Date Cansuderedz

'EXAM!NER: mine) 11’ cnanon considered. whemer or ncn citation is m conformance wan MPEP § 609 Draw line vnrough matron vf not
in cnnfnrmance and not cunsidered Include of 8113 farm wnn next commumcauon to A Imam.
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Jan-31-21102 11:11 From-PILL.’ WINTHRUP 1'-gag pugs/mg p-33;

FORM PTO-1449 (modified) --II=m r‘-=-
Tcr u.S. Depanmem of Commerce
(PM&S FORM PAT-1449)

Patent and Trademark Office
  
  
 

  

  
 

 

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT
BY APPLICANT
 

Appln. No.; R 53(B)(’$) DIV. of 081960.079
Filin Date: ‘ Fil 1. 1999

_ _,Grou Art it2776

Initials‘ Number MIWYY Famii Name of First Inventor C1955

  

   

 
  

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

  
   

Date Ffling Date
Li!appiuprie1a)

-EB—
-13!
4,491: 732 J

_l'§EIE!§—
-1
BENDERT
06/1991 fiflfilifilj
KOBAYASHI 3%:
'ranus @1-
_E!§—_
COLWELL @-
-1313 301.255 04/1994 RAJANI
ORAD _ .___ __ . ,,___.

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTSDocument Date Country class Subclass

Encl-II I-

   

  

  

OTHR inc in this orderAuTriodii 6: Date Pertinent Ps.i
Zniyu Tian at al., A New Hashing Function: SIazisticai Behaviour and Algorithm. pp3-13

TR G. L Friedman, Digital Camera with Apparatus for Autrientication of Images
Proauced from an Image File. NASA CASE NO. NPO-19108-1-CU. Series No

OB/159.980. November 24 1993 IUR H. Goodman. Ade, Object-Oriented Techniques. and Concurrency in Teaching
Data Structures and File Management REPORT DOCUMENTATION PAGE AD-

 
A275 385 — 94-04277

VR Advances in Crypto|ogy—EUROCRYPT‘93. Workshop on the Theory and
Application of Cryptographic Techniques Lofthus. Norway, May 23-27, 1993

' Froceedin 5

-Proceedings of the 1993 ACM SIGMDD International Conference on Managementof Data. Vol. 22. Issue 2, June 1993

xR Advances in Cryptology-AUSCRYPT '92 -Workshop on me Tneory and Application
of Cryptographic Techniques Gold Coast, Queensland. Australia, December 13-16.  

 

   
Examiner Date Considered.

‘EXAMINER: Initial if cnauon considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP § 609. Draw line rrirougn citation if not
in conformance and not considered. Include on - of this form with ngytt communication to A llcam.  
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Jan-31-211112 11:12 From-PILLSBURY 111111111209 T-naa Mar/n12 1-532
‘-5. E’:
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
REQUEST FOE EILING

(RULE 5315311))

or De or U ' A Iicatlons

figle 5319111) PATENT AFELICATION. (DO Q USE FOR CIPs)
D Continuation )

) applicatxon under 37 CFR 1.53(n)(1)

VI! Dlvleional ) G Arm ‘t 2776roup nu: 

of pending prior application of Examiner. Homere, J.

Inventorlslz FARBER et al.

 

Parent Appln. No.1 08 960 0'79 Atty DKL PM 252465
Series com: 11 1‘: Serial No. {4_ag ml client Ref

Parent Filed: October 24, 1997 (Our Deposit Account No. 03-3975
This Case Filed April , 1999 (Ol.ll'0rr.1er No. 70181252465
Title: lDENTlFYlNG DATA IN A DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM 01: I NJM M1: 1

Date: Agrll 1 1999

Asst. Commissioner of Patents
Washington. DC 20231 (Parent Matter No. 243063 )
Slf:

To eflect the anove~requestea filing toclay:

1. Agacheg is a copy (which must be filed of this application. including:

E Abstract
">14 Specification and claims (94 pages) (mtg be attached)
E Drawings (must be attached I! orlglnally filed): as. sneetls)/set: E 1 set informal,D Formal of SIZE III A4 [II 11"

1A  Xone box. only:
( IZ Signed declaration or oath as originaliy filed in prior application attached
(2) 13 pg declaration or fee is enclosed; therefore. this IS a filing under Rule 53(f).

2 Cl Thls applitration I5 hereby filed by less than all of the inve named in the prior application. Petition is
hereby mane requesting cleletlon as invenKor(s} of the following who islare nag inventor(s) of the
invention being claimed I11 this application:
 

 mxntnwe -"°°.°‘.‘*.'°
3. The entire disclosure of the prlor application is considered as being part of the disclosure of the accompanying

application and is hereby incorporated therein by reference thereto

PAT—\0H 12233
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4 El Priority is claimed under 35 u.s.c. 119/365 based on filing in of(country)

Aggljgtion No. Fill te Application No filing Date
(1) (4)
(2) (5)
(3) (5) ..._._.........___

a. [I (No) certihea copylcopies attached
I). E] Certified copy/copies previously filed on in 

 
  

u.S. Application No I , filed on
series code it 13 sang" I no.

c. El Certified copyloopies filed during lntemational stage of PCT! I
4 (a) D Dlimestic priority is ciaiiiiea from PCTI i__, riieu

(D) E] Benefit is claimed of Provisional Application No. 6OI___ , filed

5. Prior application is assigned to l<i\le_|n_c
Reel 7593 Frame 0036.

by assignment recorded June 23. 1995(Date)

6. Attached is the following number of Assignments (including original and all later successivfe ones by
aifieignt assignors) 1 and respective new Cover Sheets (Do NOT file old cover sheets.)

 

(Assignments in parent my_s_; be refilod with new Cover Sheets in this continuing application if you
want itlthem recorded against the continuing application.)

Please retu rec si t it e i he .

7. E The power of attorney in the prior application ist 
 

(Name ano Reg. No )
whose current address is as in item 8 below.

a. Recognize as associate attorney Brien siritzky. Reg. No. 37.497
 

(Name. Reg. No. and Address)

3 Address all future communications to Intellectual Property Group
of Pillsbury Madison & sutro LLP. Ninth Floor, East Tower 1100 New York Avenue. N.W..
Washington. D.C. 20005-3918

9. Amend the specification by inserting before the first line the sentence:-This is a
D continuation [Z division of Application No. 081960 079 filed October 24 1997

sgijgg cage it 0 serial go
which is a continuation of 081425 160 filed April 11, 1995. now abandoned. .

9. (a) El Amend the specification by inserting before the tire: line: -This application claims the benefit of
Provisional Application No 60I__, tiled __ —

 

10 F}! It has been recently determined that this new continuing application is entitled to small entity status.HEHCEZ

(No ) verified Statementls) establishing “small entity‘ status undfif Rules 9 8: 27 werelare
E filed in above prior application (and hence applicable hereto)
E attached

'11. Petition to extend the life of the above prior application to at least the date hereof
meant) E] is belflg concurrently tiled in that prior application (Use Form PAT-131).
(milk) was previously filed in that prior application (Check length of prior extension)
lX'dl is not necessary fggoooenfly (Double check before )(‘ing this box).

PAT-155 l2ll!B
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12. >11 INFORMATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT: Attached is Form PTO-1449 listing all of the documents
cited by Applicant and the PTO in the parent appiIcaflOn(S) relied upon under 35 use 120 and
referenced in item 9 above. Per Rule 98(d) copies of those documents are 391 muired now Please
consider those documents and advise that they have been considerecl iniapplication as by
returning a copy of the enclosed Form PTCM449 with the Examiners initials in the left column per
MPEP 609. .

13. El Aiiacnea is a Ruia 103[a) Petition in Suspend Aciion

14. >11 PRELIMIEARY AMENDMEQT to be eiitgypefgrg ‘Egg gjggmion: (Do 112: make amendments here
except for correcrion of improper multiple dependencies or cancellation of whole claims or multiple
dependencies for purpose of reducing the filing fee per MPEP §§ 506 and 607: do n_ot cancel ail claims),

Please cancel claims 1-45 and 50-53 without prejudice The remaining claims correspond to non-elected
Groups Ill 8. IV from the Examiners Restriction Requirement of June 4. 1996.

FIQNG FEE
THE FOLLOWING FILING FEE IS BASED ON

-7.->->->CLAIMS AS EILEQ AND CHANGED EV fiREL|M|NARY AMEfiQflENT IN ITEM 1§<-<'-<-<-

NOTE: If box 1A2 is X'd. do not pay fees.
but leave lines 15-22 and 27-32 Qa_r1_lg_

  
 

 

Largelsmall
Enti

   

  

 
   

 

 

15 Basic Filing Fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Design Application $310/$155 105125
16. Basic Filin Fee. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . DesinA lication $76OI$3BO +380 1011201
e 
E—li'fi!iI!E1e
19 lfan oggrmultiie dee demclaim inoreimroe I5 resent.

21. l1"tition' box 13 above is X’d add etition fee. . . .. . .. . 33130—
_

22 TOTAL FILING FEE ATTACHED =
(cany forward to Item 31]

23. El ATTACHED

24. III Preliminary Amendment ;-:;a;,g:_r_i§g, (to be entered age; assigning Appln. No.)

25. C] The following PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT is to be enlerecl @ assigning Appln. No.:

PATvu‘.llI 1 2:‘)!
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26 ADDITIONAL FEE CALCULATION FOR
PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

PER BOXES 3125

claims Highest
remaining number
after previously Present Additional
amendment paid for Extra Fee

Lardelsmall Entry F code

27. Total Effective Claims * minus " 20 = 0 x $181119 = 5 0 (‘m°3)

28 lnclepenclent Claims ' minus “‘ 3 = 0 x $78I$39 = + _0____ ii“?/2°21

29 If amendment enters proper multiple dependent claimls) into this application for the
first time, acid (per application) . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$260l$‘l 30 + D l‘°"m“)

30. ADDITIONAL FEE s o 5‘

31 ml-1_5 FEE from item 22 on page 3 + 420

32_ TOTAL EEE ATTACHED $ 420

33_ 'l1irieentryinmis spauaisiessitianirieeri1rywimeriexispaui,me‘PieseiltExira' iasulris'0'

34_ "11 me ‘Highest number previously paid for‘ iseeiiai-n17 above) is lesslrlen 20. wnle '20’ in its space

35_ Ittlie ‘Highest number previously paid inf’ [see item ta above) is lefi man 3.wrl1e‘3“ in this space

CflAEG§ STATEMEQI: Upon the filing of a Declaration pursuant to Rule (soils) or 60(d). the Commissioner is hereby
authorized to charge any fee specifically authorized hereafter. or any missing or insufficient feeis) filer-.l_ or asserted to be
filed. or which should have been filed herewith or concerning any paper filed hereafier. and which may as required under
Rules 16-18 ‘real or I uffic see a ) now or herealter relative to this application and the resulting official
document under Rule 20, or credit any overpayment. to our Aocountlorder Nos shown in the heading hereof for which
urpose a gugucag copy of this sheet is attached.
his CHARGE STATEMIB-l‘l' does at authorize charge of the issue ggg untillunless an issue fee transmittal form

is filed.

Pillsbury Madison & sutro LLP
intellectual Property Group

1100 New York Avenue, N.W. By Atty: Dale 5. Lazar Reg. No. 28872
Ninth Floor, East Tower
Washington. D.c. 20005-3918 Sig: Fax: (202) 822-0944
Tel: (202) 861-3000 Tel: (202) 861-3527
DSlJBS:l<im

Atty./Sec.
NOTE No. 1: File this Request in gugiigsg with 2 postcard receipts (PAT—103) 8 attachments
NOTE No. 2: is extension in parent necessary for copendency’? DOUBLE cugcg [gem 11 agave.
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FROM

Intellectual Propazty Group of
Pillsbury Ii!-nvzhx.-op 1.1.1’

Atcozmeys at Law _
1500 zysaas Boulevard 0/ (IL

Mclean, VA 22102 W

Fa‘b'~‘l3-2002 14:34 From-PILLSBURY’ YUP T-403 P.fl0l/DOB F-Uiififi:

Telephone .' (703) 905-2000

Our 1-‘acsumle sir (703) 905-2500

EECSDHLE TRANSJH551'ON

TO; UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

FACSIMILI2 #: (703) 746-7239

No. Pages (Including nus page) 8 FA)! Opr: Bruin 51r.1tzIc3_/
 

IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE CLEARLY ALL FAME, PLEASE CONTACT Us IWEDIATELY
By Telephone E‘: (703) 905-2185 (local)

or (703) 9O5--2OO0(1oca.‘l) ,

->->--> USPTO:
PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE CLEAR RECEIPT OF ALL PAGES INDICATED
ABOVE BY FAXING THIS PAGE.‘ BACK TO ONE OF OUR FACSIMILE
NUMBERS STATED ABDW 

In re PATENT APPLICATION of

 I/wem:o:(s) Earner at al Group Arr Unzt: 2177
App.L.u. No. 09/283,160 V £.><am.Lne:: Homere, J.

saris; code 1' 1‘ serial no.
Filed: April 1, 1999 Atty. Dkc. PM 252465M4!

TITLE: IDENTIFYING AND REQUESTING Date.’ Feb. 13. 2002DATA IN AETWORK USING
IDENTIFIERS WHICH ARE.’ BASED
ON CONTENTS OF DATA  

Name or type of sJ.gned paper bezng transmitted:
COPY OF EARLIER FILED RESPONSE

ET URGENT” MATCH & RETL3RLE”'%§U R G E N T!.’

Please deliver thisfax to Primary Examiner Jean HOMERE as soon as possible.

Eranwiner Homere,

Since we talked lam week, I have notyet received copies oflhe inirialedforms 1449 I sent you on
1/31/2002. So I am resending Ilteseforms. Please initial thesefarms and return them to me by
fax at (703) 905-2500.
I have also enclosed a copy ofmy submission of1/31/2002, including the Is: 2 pages ofthe parent
ofzlais application.
/Thanlrs very muchf r ur co tinned help with this matter,

Sincerely. ’Brian Siritzlgz ‘
{112".7'1V. Atty/sec : Iransmzt only on per naremcn. For papers not accapranle by fax, see back nae or LAN
Forms D.:cc.-cu:,y PAT-286 3:41;. 9:: not f£J.E otzgznals but fasten taem :.n on: .:‘.1..1e Meir: nae; mu:
:.-:_-5 sage: am: zax 4ece:._a: on top. Do N02‘ send the ozxgmals nor a c9nf:..nna:1on copy to use P:‘o.J

CERTIFICATE OF FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION

I hereby certify tnat this paper is being facsimile transmitted ‘E0 the Patent
and Trademark Offlce on the date shown below.

PAT-250 7/99
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To: U.S. Department of Commerce
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Patent and Trademark Office
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BY APPLICANT
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